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Chapter One
Interrogating Rituals: Cavalier Poetry as Offerings?
In the critical conversations surrounding seventeenth-century British literature,
the terms "cavalier poet" and "cavalier poetry" are widely known and accepted as official
canonical terms. "Cavalier" refers to a group of poets and their work without having to
directly name them. The use of this term not only solidifies the unity of these poets as a
group, but also assigns their work attributes that may or may not necessarily be fitting.
While this term may have some pedagogical value, the signifier "cavalier" does not allow
the work itself to be read without restrictions. The problem is that "cavalier" seems like a
simple term, but when it is used exclusively to interpret this body of poetry it limits
works of the seventeenth century for editors, critics, professors, and students, who are
studying the place of"cavalier" poets and their works place within seventeenth-century
British literature.
Historians of seventeenth-century British literature have long understood that the
term is often used as an insult given to the group of people who supported Charles I
during the English Civil War. The term "Cavalier" originally had nothing to do with

poetry or politics until the men in Charles I's court began to publish poetry that spoke
about their support for their king and a monarchical government. In this context, the term
changed from a neutral military term to one that signified those who challenged Puritan
views and expressed the feeling ofthe defeat that they experienced. However, for literary
scholars, critics, and teachers of British literature, "cavalier" is often reserved for those
influenced by the writing style of poet and playwright Ben Jonson who invokes themes
such as honor, decorum, and the importance of friendship. The term "cavalier" can also
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signify a certain lifestyle choice with many poets highlighting the idea of"carpe diem"
and "the good life" expressed throughout their poetry.
The most popular way critics and readers of seventeenth-century literature look at
"cavalier" is in opposition to "metaphysical" poetry. Both descriptors attempt to signify
poets and works all at once, but they also simplify poets and works at the same time.
"Cavalier" and "Metaphysical" commonly appear as binary oppositions in a short-handed
reductionist way to create a narrative about seventeenth-century poetry. Having these
terms set up as oppositions lends itself to a popular way of teaching seventeenth-century
British literature. Teaching the two terms in opposition, however, causes some teachers to
shuffle poets between the categories of "cavalier" and "metaphysical according to the
goal of the course.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines the term "Metaphysical poetry" as "wit,
syntactic complexity, and the use of elaborate and intricate schemes of imagery to
express abstract ideas and emotional states." This term was first applied to John
Donne'- who is seen as the "father" of this school- by people like Drummond of
Hawthomden 2 and John Dryden 3 who were critiquing his poetry's "abstract subject
matter" (Guibbory 105). Metaphysical poetry is seen as strong, brief, and closely woven
and uses conceits as instruments to persuade (Gardner 17-21) and is most illustrated by
canonized poets like Donne. On the other side of the spectrum is Cavalier poetry.
Cavalier poetry is seen as courtly, social, "more polished, less learned and far-fetched"

1

John Donne ( 1572-1631) was an English poet and clergy men of the Church of England.
William Drummond ofHawthornden (1586-1649) was Scottish poet and a Royalist that wrote in support
of Royalist causes.
3
John Dryden (1631-1700) was an English playwright, poet and a literary critic.

2
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(Reid 3) than metaphysical poetry. However, the term "cavalier," that will be looked at in
more detail in chapter two of my thesis, also comes with a more complicated history.
These two binary oppositions were constructed by analyzing the characteristics of certain
poets; however, if we say something is "cavalier," we are not just saying that it is "social
or less-learned," we are also saying that it is not "elaborate or intricate." Therefore, these
signifiers represent what they are and what they are not at the same time.
As the narrative goes, when we say something is "cavalier," we automatically
exclude anything that is not considered "cavalier" poetry- i.e. Metaphysical poetry. The
word "cavalier" then becomes a what Derrida calls a representamen, or sign, that is
"shielded from the simplicity of intuitive evidence" (49). "Cavalier" signals some poets
of the seventeenth century and their works, but does not leave room for anything else.
When we see the word "cavalier" in front of something like "poet," we begin to think of
everything that is associated with the word, which can vary depending on how we were
first introduced to the term. Additionally, when we see the word "cavalier," we are also
not invited to think of anything else outside of our definition. However, the term
"cavalier" has such a slippery meaning that it often clouds the way we read and learn
about poetry in the seventeenth century. With "cavalier" having so many connotations,
how can we, as readers, determine exactly what it means and who should be associated
with it? Moreover, how can we study the poets and their poetry without "cavalier"
guiding what we should be learning from the text?
Although historical and literary narratives are necessary, we still have to remain
aware-and make students aware-that they are just narratives. The use of signifiers to
convey these narratives calls into question complicated ritual of naming and
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categorization within the field of literary studies. Once the reader learns what "cavalier
poetry" is and who the "cavalier poets" are, their views from then on will become
influenced, and the poets that they learned were "cavalier poets" now have to live up to
the name "cavalier." In this thesis, I will argue that these poets and their works' place
within the seventeenth century through these anthologies and textbooks should be
approached in a different way. I argue that having conversations that involve
deconstructing and learning exactly what these terms are signifying, why, and if the term
does so correctly, readers will not be limited to one way oflooking at a text. Talking
about these signifiers could create a better understanding of the poetry, its context, and
the reader's relationship to literature.
When used exclusively, a short-hand name or phrase like "cavalier" can quickly
signal certain poets that belong to the category while at the same time, signal poets that
do not belong. In a collection of essays titled On Anthologies: Politics and Pedagogy,
Jefferey DiLeo identifies the problem of teaching to anthologies-also textbooks- in
his essay "Analyzing Anthologies" by saying:
Anthologies are considered to be reflective of the laws of their domain. Both
students and teachers can be humbled and intimidated by their inventories of
readings. The formative power of anthologies is often magical to students and
regulative to teachers. While titles, contents and authors may blur oblivion over
time, the name of the anthology does not. ( 1)
When a student is given an anthology labeled "Cavalier Poetry," that student could
assume that everything within it is going to be "cavalier" and it will not be anything else.
Introducing students to literature by way of anthologies, textbooks, and therefore
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teaching units, that use direct signifiers such as "cavalier," it can result in consequences
that limit the way the student views specific authors and their work within literary
history. In addition to having a negative effect on the reader, the authors and their works
are also confined to the rules of that anthology, textbook, or unit that labeled them a
"cavalier" and now cannot operate freely to the reader. In my view, teachers should have
a conversation-whether it be via lesson plan or additional reading- with readers on
why such poetry would be labeled "cavalier" and encourage them to read beyond this
signifier. Such a conversation would position the reader to look at the text as suggestive
and not concluding which opens the text to interpretive possibilities. Derrida, in an essay
titled, "Passions: The Oblique Offering," provides a model of the type of conversations
that could potentially be had when studying an anthology or textbook.
Creating an anthology is a conscious practice that often has a certain goal in mind;
however, the goals and intentions of these anthologies are not often discussed when they
are being used in a classroom. Because the intentions of the anthology are not addressed,
the student operates only on what signals them, which in this case would be "cavalier."
Jacques Derrida directly addressed these consequences and problem of creating an
anthology when a critical reader that sought to analyze his works was published.
"Passions: The Oblique Offering" is an essay that was initially published as a forward to
a collection of essays on his work titled Den-ida: A Critical Reader edited by David
Wood. Later, "Passions" was published in a collection of essays by Derrida titled On the
Name. 4 "Passions" is a forward written in response to the scholars that came together to

4

On the Name contains three different essays, "Passions," "Saufle nom," and "Khora," that deal with the
specific problems and politics that come with naming. I will be citing directly from On the Name from
these three different essays that may or may not be directly referenced by their direct name.
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publish essays that analyze and discuss his works in this anthology. "Passions" acts as a
disclaimer to the reader of Wood's collection who is coming to participate in discourse
surrounding Derrida's works. Derrida meditates on the different roles that everyone, but
most importantly the editor, plays within the grand scheme of coming together and
deciding that they will focus on a specific person and publish a "reader." In order to "play
a role," Derrida says:
one must at the same time be inscribed in the logic of ritual and, precisely so as to
perform properly in [the ritual], to avoid mistakes and transgressions, one must to
some extent be able to analyze it. One must understand its norms and interpret the
rules of its functioning. (Derrida 3)
A person who is within the conversation surrounding the topic of the "reader" or
anthology, must know what is going on, what the conversations are, and how they could
help the person reading understand the material that will be presented. Not only do the
people participating in the ritual of coming together to create a reader need to understand
the conversations, but they should also understand the rules and politics of what it takes
to make an academic reader and what the goals of that reader are. All participants,
including the publisher and the editor, must understand what they hope to communicate,
achieve, and how they will proceed to do so. Before a scholar can participate in analyzing
the works ofDerrida for this reader, they must know what David Wood aims to
communicate to his readers. Only then can they follow the instructions accordingly.
Although Derrida: A Critical Reader consists of secondary works, the same can still
apply to primary texts that editors or scholars put together--Dr seek to analyze-in order
introduce readers to works ofliterature in seventeenth-century Britain.
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In order to play a part in assigning someone the descriptor "cavalier poet," that
person, whether they be an editor, scholar or critic, must have knowledge of seventeenthcentury discourse in some way, shape, or form. They must understand and be able to
analyze the works to find a common theme that will convey to the reader. They have to
be well-versed in the poetry, prose, and history of the seventeenth century in order to be a
part ofthe "ceremony" (Derrida 5) and analyze the works that these authors are offering
because, as Derrida says, all authors are "offering" their works up to these scholars. But,
more importantly, the works have to operate freely to the people apart from this
ceremony in order for them to assign any meaning and begin to set the rules, but we, as
readers, do not get the same chance to experience these works in their freeform. In
addition to publishers and editors, in order for a teacher to use this anthology in a
classroom, he/she has to also be aware of the rules, so why are the students the only ones
that are not aware of these rules? Having conversations about why these rituals take
place, and why sources such as readers and anthologies often use signifiers like
"cavalier" or "metaphysical" can potentially help us, as readers, understand where these
terms come from and why they are used.
The problem gets more complicated when we think about the authors that are
operating under these rules and signifiers. In the case of David Wood's edited Critical

Reader, Derrida is the author; therefore, he is given responsibility for all of the works that
are in the reader. The contributors are the ones who "analyze, evaluate, and understand
the rules in order to be able to comply with the larger system and make it work" (Fuh 4).
Because they need to analyze Derrida's works in order to be a part of a reader dedicated
to Derrida, Derrida calls his works "An Oblique Offering" (12). Derrida questions who is
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doing the offering. Is it him (Derrida) or is it the person who put together this reader (the
editor David Wood) and the people analyzing his works? What relationship does David
Wood have to have with Derrida in order to offer his works? Derrida did not invite them
to analyze or evaluate his works; however, with his work being out into the world and
published, did he involuntarily sign up for his works to be offered the moment they were
published? Or, did David Wood invite these scholars to his works? Because of the
ambiguity of those questions, Derrida is critiquing the "ritual" (5) of compiling works
that have to follow a set of norms and the editors who "interpret the rules of its
functioning" (Derrida 3). Derrida is also critiquing the bringing together of scholars to
analyze the works on behalf of the author who is then held accountable. In order to
compile something such as a reader or anthology, the editor has to acknowledge
Derrida's works and form the rules around those works, not the other way around. David
Wood, in the case of this reader, had to figure out what he wanted to convey to readers,
then seek the scholars and the works that would help him do so. Derrida's work operated
freely until David Wood formed a reader-and therefore invited scholars- to give the
work of his choosing a common meaning. When a reader picks up Derrida: A Critical

Reader edited by David Wood, they are then looking at Derrida through the lens of Wood
and the scholars that he invited to help him interpret these works. The work now has to
answer to whatever analysis that these scholars published in the reader, but the analysis
does not have to answer to the work. Because the scholars are now the ones creating the
rules, they shape the way the readers read, learn and interpret what Derrida is saying.
Derrida's forward invites a conversation about the role that editors and scholars
play in the reading process. In my thesis, I take this one step further to reflect on
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Derrida's analysis for the practice of teaching literature. Taking the ceremonious ritual of
analyzing and evaluating works into account, in my thesis, I look at seventeenth-century
-more specifically cavalier-anthologies, research, and courses created by scholars that
gather these "offerings" by poets and compile them with a certain set of rules in mind. In
addition to looking at these secondary works, I will also look at primary works that these
scholars limit with signifiers. Every editor, critic, and teacher has a set of guidelines
within which they operate within with the goal of teaching the reader what "cavalier" is
and what it looks like; however, as important as readability is, by doing so, these rules
and guidelines restrict the reader's understanding of the works being presented to them.
With these rules and guidelines, poets, their works, and position not only within
seventeenth-century British literary history, but also the twenty-first century imagination,
are limited. Participants in these rituals construct an idea of"cavalier" that is not
necessarily universally agreed upon; therefore, they construct the rules that the authors
and their poetry answer to. In addition to the author and their poetry, the readers have to
conform to these rules of constructed ideas in order to understand, or even read against,
what is being said. A single mention of the word "cavalier," signals connotations that
readers may or may not be aware of, effecting the way they read these texts and how they
look at these poets. Readers may recognize "cavalier" as a signifier, but without
understanding that it is a construct invented by various critics and teachers according to
their goals, the text becomes foreign to them.
The crux of my thesis is not to say we do not need anthologies for courses or any
other purpose; anthologies are useful and can be a way to introduce works to readers.
Moreover, this thesis is not to say that we need to ignore or remove these signifiers. The
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goal of this thesis is to say that we need to start having conversations surrounding these
signifiers in order to help readers approach these poets and their work more critically.
Instead of thinking about "cavalier" and "metaphysical" as concrete terms, we should
think of them as limited words. Readers need to be invited to think critically about what
these terms are doing for the literature they are reading. These conversations are more
necessary now for twenty-first century readers than ever before. With different texts and
scholarship being used to teach, the readers need to understand how and to what extent
these signifiers are guiding the way that they read.
More often than not, the terms "cavalier poet" and "cavalier poetry" are reserved
for anthologies and/or courses created by editors, scholars or instructors with a goal to
display a particular aesthetic or highlight a time period. When these "cavalier" poets have
individual anthologies, books or space within a course, the term "cavalier poet" usually
never precedes their name. Additionally, when these specific poets and their poems are
featured in larger anthologies, -such as anthologies specifically focused on the
seventeenth century or British literature in general-they are not called "cavalier poet,"
they are simply mentioned by their name, followed by their work. For example, in the
2001 anthology, The Broadview Anthology of Seventeenth-Century Verse & Prose, edited
by Alan Rudrum, Joseph Black, & Holly Nelson, all the poets that are often labeled
"cavalier poets" are featured; however, the word "cavalier" never appears, not even the
short blurb that is mentioned before their works. In addition to The Broadview Anthology,
the 1991 anthology The New Oxford Book of Seventeenth Century Verse, edited by
Alastair Fowler, never mentions the word "cavalier" or any other descriptor associated
with the poets. The practice of putting these individual poets in larger anthologies without
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signifiers has been done for a while. The poets are able to maintain their literary
autonomy without having to answer to binary terms like "cavalier;" however, in
anthologies that seek to interpret specific rules ofhow poetry functions, specific
descriptors narrower than "seventeenth century" are often given.
One of the most detailed and inclusive anthologies on cavalier poetry is Ben Jonson
and the Cavalier Poets edited by Hugh Maclean and first published in 1974 as a Norton
Critical Edition. When deciding to compile texts for Ben Jonson and the Cavalier Poets,
the goal was not only to show how these men modeled the writing style of Ben Jonson,
but to highlight their common themes that display "cavalier poetry"-since it is
interpreted that a cavalier poet cannot write anything else besides cavalier poetry. Taking
into account that most of the poets have more works than what is featured in the
anthology, Hugh Maclean operated under a set of rules to compile his anthology. By
stating "and the Cavalier Poets," the anthology signifies a group of poets and their work
that varies for different scholars and teachers involved in the conversations surrounding
seventeenth-century British literature. We can assume there was a "ritual" when deciding
which poems by these poets displayed what Maclean sees as "cavalier poetry," which is
why we can assume that Maclean only featured poets and poetry that lived up to his
construction of"cavalier." Explicitly explaining and discussing that the simple picking
and choosing of poets to feature displays that "cavalier" is an unstable construct will help
the reader understand how to approach the content. Also, Hugh Maclean does not imply
in any way that he is the author by taking on the title of"editor," which frees him of any
responsibility for the featured works. Like David Wood and the critics in the Derrida
reader, Maclean now has the authors within his anthology operating under his rules.
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When teachers present this anthology to students without stating that these are the
"cavalier" poets according to one person, the students then begin to conform to the rules,
but they also need to understand that these are not everyone's rules.
The editor's intentions are usually addressed in the preface of most anthologies;
however, "[many editors] sense that certain issues do not need to be addressed [which]
reveal[s] the power of unspoken assumptions" (Lawall 50). In the forward to Ben Jonson

and the Cavalier Poets, Maclean clearly states his intentions are to first highlight Ben
Jonson, then highlight Cavalier poetry that has been "seriously underrated" because
readers of seventeenth-century poetry seem to focus more on Donne and "metaphysical"
poetry. Maclean's intentions were to highlight "Cavalier wit" (xix-xx) and an area of
poetry that he noticed has not been given enough attention. But Maclean does not address
the term "cavalier" and how it could be looked at as a construct. Instead, he uses it to
signify and give value to the group of poets that are within the anthology. When readers
picks up this Norton anthology, they are given neither an explanation of what the name
means, nor how the term "cavalier" can take on many connotations outside of this
particular anthology. But they are given a well-versed introduction to those poets that are
considered "cavalier" poets, how they are overlooked because of the focus on
"metaphysical" poetry, and what it means for this particular anthology. Maclean's
anthology is more forgiving than most anthologies that aim to highlight "cavalier" poetry.
His definition of"cavalier poetry" invites more poets and their works to be highlighted;
however, that is not always the case. Because of this Norton anthology's particularly
constructed definition of"cavalier," the next time a reader encounters this term -in a
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lesson, a different anthology, or scholarly article- it will signify the contents of this
anthology.
The arbitrary nature of the term "cavalier" and the process of anthologizing
become clear when we compare Maclean's anthology to Thomas Crofts'. In The Cavalier

Poets: An Anthology edited by Thomas Crofts, only four of the seventeen Cavalier poets
that Maclean featured are mentioned. What needs to be known to readers is that the
exclusion of multiple poets is a result of Thomas Crofts operating within a (slightly)
different set of rules and regulations than Hugh Maclean. The preface of this Dover Thrift
Edition indicates that the anthology was created to capture a moment in history. As
readers, we are invited to read these works through the lens of what these poets and their
poems highlighted about the condition of England at the time ofthe English Civil War,
their allegiance to Charles I, and dreams of a monarchical country. While Maclean's
anthology places emphasis on aesthetics, this anthology uses the term "cavalier" to
signify a moment in history.
Unlike Derrida, these "cavalier" poets cannot defend their work -now or even
when the anthologies were made- and speak to whether their works are truly "cavalier"
as people define it. They also cannot answer as to whether their poetry should sit
alongside these other poets who might or might not speak to what the constructed idea of
"cavalier" is. As important as these anthologies are, the complication still remains that
somehow the author is responsible for living up to the expectations set for them. Because
they cannot answer to whatever constructed idea of "cavalier" their work is speaking to,
the question is then, as Derrida asks, "Who is doing the offering?" Are these poets
offering up their work to readers as offerings so that they can be analyzed? Or are the
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editors, scholars and critics of the seventeenth century doing the offering for them?
Certain writers in particular illustrate the limitation of the term "cavalier."
Thomas Carew is present in many Cavalier and Metaphysical anthologies alike.
Cavalier anthologies like Maclean's, encompass if not all, many ofhis works; however,
when Carew is mentioned in Metaphysical anthologies -such as Penguin Classics' The

Metaphysical Poets edited by Helen Gardner- only the poems that display
"metaphysical" qualities are presented. These two signifiers leave no room for something
that could possibly lie in between. Having such a short list of poems does not represent
the wide range of poems that Carew wrote, only the poems that follow the "rules" of
Metaphysical poetry according to the goals of the anthology. Another interesting example
of the complication of assigning signifiers happens with poet Andrew Marvell. Marvell is
present in most "metaphysical" anthologies; he hardly shows up in a "cavalier"
anthology, but he is still labeled a "cavalier" by some because of varying reasons like the
(assumed) context of his earlier political poems (Guild 125). While scholars look at some
ofhis poems as "cavalier," they also look at some ofhis poetry as being "metaphysical,"
which puts him in the same in-between space as Carew. The signifiers automatically
restrict him and his poetry as one or the other because these terms are unstable. In
addition to his floating between "cavalier" and "metaphysical," Marvell is also mentioned
in the Norton Critical Edition of George Herbert and the Seventeenth Century Religious

Poets: an Anthology edited Mario A. Di Cesare. If readers have the conversation about
Marvell's "indecipherability" (Smith 3), and therefore the problematic use of these
signifiers, the reader can then think critically about why certain signifiers do not seek to
signify him, and the same goes for Carew.
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I think it is safe to say that Thomas Carew and Andrew Marvell did not write their
works - or to speak in Derridean terms give their "oblique offering"- to be read as
"cavalier," "metaphysical," or any other poetry. More than likely, they were simply
writing to meditate on certain ideals and offer cultural critique. It was not until Carew's
death in 1640 that a book ofhis poems- titled Poems- was published by Thomas
Walkley, a London publisher and bookseller (Sadler 10). In addition to Carew's poetry,
Marvell's poetry was not published until after his death by his housekeeper (and alleged
wife) Mary Palmer (Marvell) in 1681. Even then, some of Marvell's more political
poems were omitted and released for limited circulation (Smith 335). Publishing poetry
after the author's death was common practice in the seventeenth century; moreover, the
authors had no control over which poems were published or omitted. The publishing
process of a book of poems was done to make the works public, not to create a
comprehensible anthology with a common theme or goal. More than likely, poets kept
their works private and only shared them only within the literary circles that they were in.
McDowell notes in his article "Towards Redefinition of Cavalier poetics" that:
The fashion for the adjective "Cavalier" in the 1970s was probably a consequence
ofEarl Miner's wide-ranging and influential study, The Cavalier Mode from
Jonson to Cotton [in] 1971. The currency of the term in 1977 is indicated by
English Literary Renaissance devoting its annual bibliographical survey to

"Recent Studies of the Cavalier Poets." (413)
The constructing of the term "cavalier" by Earl Miner resulted in the term being used by
scholars-like Maclean-from that point until today; however, since it was simply
constructed, it is easy for scholars and critics to construct their own meaning. The poets
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that "cavalier" signifies have in no way associated themselves, or their work, with
"cavalier." They also did not seek to define "cavalier;" it was constructed around them in
order to categorize their work. As readers, when we understand that the terms are
constructed, we can then have the conversation of what these terms mean and why they
signify what they do.
While anthologies that help us understand themes and concepts presented during
different time periods are needed, readers should have the understanding that the rules
these anthologies operate under are arbitrary. In "Analyzing Anthologies," Di Leo quoted
novelist Paul Auster in saying that "one must resist the notion of treating an anthology as
the last word on its subject. It is no more than the first word" (1 ). These anthologies that
are used in classrooms are just one way oflooking at the works and poets that are
featured in them, which is what teachers should be conveying to students. Readers who
fully understand that every scholar who seeks to analyze and evaluate is different- and
often operate under a different set of rules-will learn how to synthetize and navigate
these rules for a better reading experience. When publishers or editors title an anthology
with a descriptor such as "cavalier" or "metaphysical," they are packing a wide range of
poetry and poets into two unstable dichotomies that say much more than what the terms
represent.
As mentioned, when someone creates an anthology and has specified what it will
be presenting, the works within it can no longer operate freely. Therefore, as we read and
teach these anthologies, we are automatically being pulled in one way and away from
another. Fuh explains this concept best when talking about Derrida's "Passions: An
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Oblique Offering" in relation to Derrida: A Critical Reader in his essay "Derrida and the
Problem of Ethics." Fuh states:
It is not possible for us, the readers of the Critical Reader [in this case an

anthology], to decide on the status ofthese several offerings, any more than we
(or they) can decided on the status ofDerrida's own ("original") offering(s). With
their respective interests, agendas, academic positions and specializations,
national and sexual allegiances, these contributors offer up their tributes on the
assumptions that they have the freedom and right to intervene in the "system" of
Derrida's writing[ ... ] This book can no longer be something objective or
systematic; nor can the (critical) readers themselves be "free subjects" since they
are inevitably bound by the rules of the ceremony. (4-5)
In other words, how are we, as readers, influenced by looking at something labeled
"cavalier" poetry? Furthermore, is it really the role of anyone to decide what exactly an
author's work speaks to other than the author themselves? The ceremony of constructing
binaries like "cavalier" and "metaphysical" make the text conform to the term and not the
other way around. Something in the text-like language, themes, and subject matterhas to be signified in order to be shuffled into one of these two categories, which means
that there is no space in between. In order for a work to be "cavalier," it has to not be
"metaphysical." In chapter three of my thesis, I synthesize how different scholars
constructed the term "cavalier." In this chapter I also use Thomas Carew and Andrew
Marvell as examples to demonstrate how "cavalier" in opposition to "metaphysical" by
analyzing two poems by Carew and one poem by Marvell to display how these binary
oppositions are unusable. By displaying how these terms are unstable, it will show why
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the need for having conversations about signifiers like "cavalier" and "metaphysical" in
less concrete ways could help the reader analyze the poems in a different way that
encourages critical reading.
When editors or scholars assigns a descriptor such as "cavalier poets" or "cavalier
poetry," they are essentially giving an identity that did not exist before the body of work
existed. "Cavalier" poetry was constructed by scholars who saw a need to justify these
particular poets from all the traits that their works-and in many cases their biographycontains and all the traits that they do not contain. To use another term, we know the
poetry is not "metaphysical" poetry because it is "cavalier." We know that it is "cavalier"
because it has certain aesthetic properties that have been (not so mutually) agreed upon.
Giving the work and author a label now assigns a responsibility to the work and the
author that was not known before. And although the authors were not aware of the terms
when they were composing their work, they and their work must now answer to the word
"cavalier" that is signifying them. The poem was an individual poem that answered to
nothing but the original intent, but now it must answer to the connotations that come with
being "cavalier poetry" written by a "cavalier poet." What most academics have forgotten
-with the ritual of reductively naming a group of individuals- is that "[ r ]eading is
always, at once, the effort to comprehend and the effort to incorporate. [We] must invent
the author, invent his or her intentions, using the evidence [we] find to stimulate [our]
creative process" (Scholes 9). The signaling of characteristics or poets without any
acknowledgment that the signifier is simply a construct affects the way the readers read.
When the descriptor "cavalier" is used alongside "poet" or "poetry," it calls upon
or signifies, something more that is not actually being named, so why not have
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conversations about what exactly is not being named? The word "cavalier" causes us, as
readers, to open an anthology -like the ones previously named- and treat the texts as
nothing but "cavalier poetry" according to the rules the anthology operated under.
Derrida mentions that "when a name comes, it immediately says more than the name: the
other of the name and quite simply the other, whose irruption the name announces" (89).
When the reader hears and/or sees the word "cavalier," the reader is automatically
pointed in the direction of"Charles I," "opposition to Metaphysical poetry," "social and
courtly themes," and so on. As we are reading, we are looking for connections,
misconnections, meaning, and everything that can solidify that the works within the
pages are in fact "cavalier" poetry. The connotations also apply to these individual poets
-

such as Thomas Carew and Andrew Marvell-who were given the title "cavalier"

poets. When opening one ofthese anthologies, we are already under the assumption that
something has been figured out about these particular poems or poets that we are being
let in on. This complicates the act of reading itself since the "something" that has been
figured out was constructed.
But what happens to the poets who produce these poems now labeled "cavalier?"
They get lost behind "Cavalier" and so do certain attributes of their poetry because we
are so concerned with making them "cavalier," and completely dismissing terms like
"metaphysical" as an option. However, if"cavalier" has several meanings itself, then
how can one person or all their works belong to a single, yet still complex, word?
Because using a word to signify a specific genre or group of people is common, in my
fourth chapter, I discuss how literary studies could benefit from having conversation
about constructs such as "cavalier." Having these conversations will help readers focus
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on the work that was so graciously offered by the author (or the person that published
their poems) to make the works and the poets more flexible when teaching, reading and
learning.
In literature, subject matter, or grouping in general, has often been a common
denominator of anthologies, textbooks or teaching units because we have been taught
relatability; however, iflook at signifiers like "cavalier" critically, readers now are
invited to make their own connections, synthesize the material and form questions that
could aid in their understanding of the text. Saying that a group of particular people or
poems are related automatically causes us to think "that the work itselfbe somehow
accommodating to, or reflective of, the experience of the reader or reviewer" (Mead).
Essentially, all the work is done for us before we even start to read. There is no longer a
need to think or meditate on what the common connection is or why the author wrote a
specific work. Teaching anthologies that are specifically labeled as the answer without a
conversation around it discourages critical thinking. Although grouping has a
pedagogical purpose, it needs to be handled with more care. Before we decide to assign
authors to anything, any name, identity or attempt to criticize them, group them, and
decide who is what and why, we need to realize that it is not up to anyone to decide upon
a definitive answer.
By deconstructing "cavalier," or calling into question any signifier, it is not saying
that it is not an important part of literary history or that it does not matter. Calling into
question a signifier does not mean that the historical context or the goal of the text,
course, anthology or scholarship is gone. The context is still there, which is why the
signifier exists. But there is so much more to be gained by discussing signifiers and
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teaching students that these terms are not the end of the conversation. The purpose of this
thesis is to show how important the examination of signifiers is and what can be gained
from calling into question these signifiers that are present throughout literary history.
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Chapter Two
The Problem of Historical Context: The Beginning of the Unstable "Cavalier" in the
Context of Seventeenth-Century English Civil War Propaganda
Without any knowledge of the seventeenth-century poets or their works, people
still hear the word "cavalier" daily- which is why its exclusivity does not really stand.
At first glance, if you see the word "cavalier" in association with anything, certain
connotations outside ofliterature automatically come to mind. We as readers look for
connections in order to understand a text or concept better; however, it does not always
work in our favor. The transformation of the word "cavalier" in the seventeenth century
to what scholars define it as now has proved that "cavalier" is just a word and it should be
treated as such. Because of the history of the word and its now varying definitions, using
"cavalier" as an anchor for an anthology or a poet can cause a problem for readers when
they are not sure what exactly the word signifies. Within the seventeenth century alone,
the word went from signifying a horseman, to someone who supported Charles I, then to
someone that wanted to wreak havoc on England, to the idea ofhappiness, friendship and
mirth that critics like to use today. When a word like "cavalier" comes with so many
connotations and connections that could cause the reader to misunderstand or not fully
assess a text, the word becomes more harmful than useful.
For example, when a reader is given an anthology like Thomas Crofts The

Cavalier Poets: An Anthology, and then later sees an anthology like Maclean's Ben
Jonson and the ,~yp}ier Poets that features many more poets -

and now associates Ben

Jonson with said poets-the reader either rejects or starts to question what the difference
is. I argue that confusion and misunderstanding could be prevented if we remove the term
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"cavalier," which would then allow the poets and their work that "cavalier" is describing
to more flexible and a reader is invited to make the connections on their own without
being glued to a word that is unstable itself. In this chapter, I will give the history of the
word "cavalier" and the English Civil War that shaped how the term was used. In this
chapter, I will also show how the term came to be used in relationship with the poets and
their works. Showing how the term started off as propaganda and transformed into
something closer to what scholars define it as today will demonstrate the instability and
why having conversations that involve deconstructing the signifier "cavalier" could
benefit the way readers learn.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), the noun form of "cavalier"
means "a horseman,esp. a horse-solider; a knight. Along with that definition, cavalier
also means "A gentlemen trained to arms, 'a gay sprightly military man. A courtly
gentleman, a gallant" 5 . Taking the most general definition in consideration, there is no
surprise that "cavalier" word became popularized during the seventeenth century while
England was approaching the Civil War. The most common definition of "cavalier" is
used to define someone who fought on the side of Charles I in the war or "a 17th century
Royalist" which was established in 1642 (OED).
In the 1640's, the term "cavalier" started to be used to signify a person in the
court of Charles I; however, it was then used as an insult by the Roundheads 6supporters of the parliament in direct opposition of Charles I- to those who were in
support of Charles I. Because the Puritans could not directly critique Charles I and his

5

Gallant (n) Gorgeous or showy in appearance, finely-dressed, smart.
The name comes from their short-cropped hair that marked their contrast between the long hair which the
Cavaliers wore.

6
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policies, they attacked the people in his court. But they did not invent the word or pull a
random term out of the sky, and it was not originally used as an insult. By way of
pamphlets that were circulating around London, they managed to change the entire
meaning of a word over a few short years into something no one probably would have
predicted.
Because the term Cavalier is rooted in history and literature, historians and
literary academics alike use "cavalier" synonymously with the term "royalist", which is
another descriptor used to describe people in support of Charles I and in direct opposition
with the Roundheads during the Civil War. When thinking about Roundheads, it
encompasses Parliamentarians composed of mostly Puritans and Presbyterians 7 . Usually,
when examining a historical text, you will see Royalist used; whereas looking at a literary
text, you will see Cavalier mostly because Royalist is a term that covers all the supports
of Charles I; however, Cavalier was used to described specifically aristocratic men of the
court (Walton 160). In Royalist Identities, Jerome de Groot states that the general view of
Cavaliers was that they were "empty and barren, a collection of signifiers cloaking a
fundamental lack. The Cavalier clings to his outward notations of identity to occlude the
essential absence within" (1 05). Cavaliers usually dressed extravagantly and were often
described as handsome with long hair. With a superficial ideal of what a Cavalier is,
Roundheads took to the definition and continued to build upon it.
In any case, the term came to have political significance, representing someone
who was aligned with the court of Charles I and against the radical beliefs of the Puritans

7
Both Puritanism and Presbyterianism are Protestant religions, but they were started in two different places
and have slightly different values and beliefs.
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who wanted to be more involved in the making of the laws and policies. What exactly did
the opposing side hate about Charles I that could lead to a Civil War? To start, Charles I
believed in helping the poor, which the Puritans saw as going against God since they
believed "poverty [was] a mark of God's disfavour" (Barbary 14). He also allowed for
Roman Catholic freedom of worship, which was a result ofhim marrying the Catholic
princess, Henrietta Maria (Hibbert 86) which made the Puritans fear that England was
moving away from the reformed tradition back to Roman Catholicism. In addition to
these reasons, James Barbary notes that Charles I' s control over the Church of England
was also a factor in the hate he received from the Roundheads. Barbary states:
In those days, every Englishman was legally obligated to attend service in his
parish church on Sundays. The bishops censored the press, so church was where
most people got their news and formed their opinions. In those days, controlling
the church was as important to the government -and the opposition-as
ownership of newspapers or television would be now. The Puritan majority in
Parliament had begun to hope that a Presbyterian system of church government
would destroy the King's influence over the church and place it under their
control. (14-15)
They knew that without the church, and therefore the control over the media at the time,
there would be no hope in pushing the Protestant agenda. Most Englishmen still
considered themselves Royalist, and they outnumbered the Puritans in most towns
(Barbary 17). Although the tension was so thick, all parties did not immediately resort to
violence. There were many months of arguing between all parties involved. Hibbert, in
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his biography Charles I, quoted a politician Captain Slingsby 8 saying, "Both factions
talk very big and it is a wonder there is no more blood yet spilt, seeing how earnest both
sides are" (177). What ultimately lead to the war was the fact that they could not agree on
who should have control over England's army; moreover, the Presbyterians and Puritans
in Parliament also wanted the influence over the people (Barbary 17). All of rising
conflict and confusion finally lead up to the English Civil War.
One particularly easy way to gain influence was not only through the church, but
through literature. In the time leading up to, during, and after the English Civil War, the
rise of pamphlets being published was at an all-time high and most were published in
order to smear the name of Charles I and his supporters. Around 4,038 pamphlets were
published in 1642 alone (Coffey 66). One of the most published and influential
pamphlets that exemplifies the hatred against Charles I and his supporters that solidified
"cavalier" as an insult was titled "Anti-Cavalierisme," published by Puritan preacher
John Goodwin. Goodwin was a "prolific and controversial" writer who published
numerous books and pamphlets between 1640 and 1663 (Coffey 1). This particular
pamphlet published by Goodwin was steeped heavily in Puritan rhetoric and most
concerned with England straying away from its "civil and religious bondage" (Coffey
67). Goodwin's pamphlet reads like a sermon, as he connects biblical stories with current
public affairs to further scare his audience -which would have been the common people
and Puritan followers alike. Goodwin begins his criticism with an urgent tone and the
sensationalism in Goodwin's pamphlet is seen in his opening remarks about the cavaliers:

8

Captain Slingsby was an English politician and solider that was later executed for being a Royalist.
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What shall we think of that Legion of Devils (I had almost called them) who now
possesse the land, and after the manner of Devils indeed, seek all to rent and teare
it in pieces; I meane that Colluvies, that heap, or gathering together of the scum,
and drosse, and garbage of the Land, that most accursed confederacy, made up of
Gebal, and Ammon, and Amaleck, Philistines, with the inhabitants ofTyre and
Jesuies and Papists, and Atheists, of stigmaticall and infamous persons in all
kindes, with that bloody and butcherly Generation, commonly knowne by the
name of Cavaliers? Have they not through some black art or other gotten the
chiefe treasure of the Land, the King, into their possession, setting him still in the
Front of all their desperate designs. (2)
It is important to note that within this pamphlet, Goodwin does not speak ill of the king,

he rather writer about the people around him, who are influencing him. Barbary notes that
although Charles I never wanted to be King, he tried to act in favor of the people, but was
often "pushed to extremes by the courtiers who were his advisors" (14). In the passage
above, Goodwin is referring back to Psalms 83:2-12 in which an unknown narrator is
calling for God to come down and fight for the people of Israel. The speaker uses the
nations of "Gebal, and Ammon, and Amaleck, Philistines [etc .. ]" to name all the nations
that are trying to rise up and destroy the nation of Israel and in doing so, they all become
enemies of God himself. The speaker talks about how all the nations have formed a
coalition and that God needs to fight this battle for his people. Goodwin insinuates that
the people who call themselves Cavaliers are emulating the same destruction in England.
Goodwin is calling for God to help defend his land against the Cavaliers.
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One of the main concerns of the Puritans was that these Cavaliers were
influencing King Charles I to act on behalf of their "designes" 9 to destroy England.
Because people believed that the king was being influenced, many that were aligned with
opinions such as Goodwin's wanted to limit the power ofthe King. Many believed that
the people surrounding Charles I were acting on their own agenda and taking advantage
of their relationship with the king. There were many passionate people on each side that
wanted what they thought was best for England. The Royalist wanted the king to remain
in power, while the Puritans wanted to make sure that no radical changes were made
which was one of the main problems Brian Manning mentions in The English Civil War
and After. There were many people on both sides concerned about the future of England,

but their intentions were not always the same:
There were a few wholehearted royalists who for some time had been telling the
king that if he did not show a willingness to defend his right by force he would
never be able to stop the steady erosion of his power; and there were a few radical
puritans who were ready to resort to force to bring about sweeping changes in
government and doctrine ofthe church. (2)
Goodwin, aware of people like William Laud

10

and Prince Rupert 11 , did not

hesitate to preach what he thought was their goal. In the passage directly following the
claim above, Goodwin goes on to write about exactly what he thinks the cavalier's

9

Many pamphlets at this time used the word "designes" to means their plans or agenda.
Archbishop William Laud (1573-1645) was a scholar that was under the rule of James, then later Charles
I. Although Laud was in prison before and during the war, he was one of the most outspoken against the
Puritan beliefs and he was especially close to the king.
11
Prince Rupert of the Rhine was Charles I nephew who went off to fight in his first war at the age of 13.
Later, he spent years in prison studying the art of war. He was a popular, highly-skilled Royalist known for
his good looks, arrogance and ill-temper. He was one of the first people King Charles I called when
preparing for war.
10
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intentions are which range from pulling the stars out of the sky, destroy God fearing men
and women, "[putting] Lucifer againe into heaven," all the way to killing the king. The
main and last goal of the Cavaliers, according to Goodwin, was:
When they have served their turns with, and upon the King, and used him as an
Engine to get all the stones together for their building, then make rubbidge of him,
as if they had honoured him sufficiendy, to cause such scared designers as these
to passe through his hands, and made him instrumentall, or any ways accessory in
such: Angeleicall achievements. (2)
Goodwin illustrates that the problem was not just with Charles I himself, but more so
with his supporters and who the Puritans thought were influencing the King's decisions,
which is why they wanted to limit his power. Many of the pamphlets, including
Goodwin's, did not speak against Charles I or directly about him because they could not
speak ill about the king, but they put all the blame on the Cavaliers. Goodwin's pamphlet
was just one among the many that sought out to smear the name of the supporters of
Charles I with the use of term "cavalier" as a slur.
A lot of pamphlets during the seventeenth century were also used as "warning-

pieces" and they usually consisted of"unusual events and departures from the natural
order" (Fehler and Hartman). In 1642, a pamphlet titled "A Blazing Starre Seen in The
West at Totneis in Devonshire, on the fourteenth ofthis instant November 1642" was
printed and distributed to warn fathers to protect their daughters from men such as the
Cavaliers. The pamphlet used cavalier alongside the term "deboyst" 12 to describe a young

12

The OED defines deboyst as debauched which means corrupted from duty or virtue, depraved or corrupt
in morals
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man who was accused of raping a young virgin. This pamphlet was also printed with
religious intention although the author remains unnamed, the intentions are clear. When
the pamphlet begins, the writer tells the story about a young girl wandering around at
night after leaving her friend's home. The narrator mentions how the young girl's friend
tried to tell her to stay since it was such a dangerous time to be roaming around alone
with so many Cavaliers around. When the young girl declined, she said that "God was
above the Devill, and that she feared not, but that God which shee trusted in, could and
would defend her from all her Enemies" (A2). After the young girl left, she heard a
"horse -galloping towards her, at which she beganne to be affraid" (A2). These words, for
the audience, would signal the coming of a Cavalier since, in its original definition, it was
meant to describe a horse-man. The narrator then goes on to say that the Cavalier vowed
to get the girl home safely; however, after they arrived, he:
.. .layed His hands on her, and began to woe her to grant his desire, but she
denying him with unlimited resolution, he went about to ravish her, taking a
grievous oath that no power in heaven or earth could save her from his lust [and
while the girl was praying for mercy] he continued cursing and swearing that her
prayers were in vanie, for there was no power could redeeme her. (A4)
After the exchange, the narrator says that a comet came out of the air that was shaped like
a flaming sword which made him fall to ground and he died "raving and blaspheming."
The narrator insinuates that said Cavalier takes God's name in vain and continues to cuss
until he dies. The end of the pamphlet states a warning to the reader to be careful of all
Cavaliers and saying that this incident was the "begining of Gods vengance."
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No doubt connections can be made between "A Blazing Starre Seen in The West
at Totneis in Devonshire, on the fourteenth of this instant November 1642" and "AntiCavalierisme", but this specific pamphlet's wording was more appalling just because of
the specificity of the alleged attack and what that would have done to people, especially
fathers with young daughters. It was meant to strike fear into men to be aware of
Cavaliers specifically, not just those who supported Charles I; however, the pamphlet
also wanted to serve as a warning for the Cavaliers who might read it. If someone that
was considered a Cavalier picked up "A Blazing Starre Seen in The West at Totneis in
Devonshire, on the fourteenth of this instant November 1642" the message would be that
God is coming after them one at a time. Although there are no question horrible things such as rape and blasphemy- like what was displayed happened, it was reserved
exclusively for people who, according to the Puritans, operated under the slur
"Cavaliers." Propaganda like these pamphlets were common, but there were also some
non-fictional stories being distributed.
In a pamphlet by R. Andrewes written in 1642, he reported his account of acts
allegedly committed by Cavaliers titled: "A Perfect Declaration of the Barbarous and
Cruell Practises committed by Prince Robert 13 , the Cavalliers, and Others in His
Majesties Army, &c. 14" In this pamphlet, he talks about these alleged crimes committed
by the Cavaliers in English towns and towns such as Leicester, Shrewsbury, Birmingham
in Warwickshire, "Brainford" 15 and many more. Within this pamphlet, he uses names of

13

The pamphlet says "Prince Robert;" however, the story that is being reported involves Prince Rupert.
This common symbol in the pamphlets means etcetera.
15
The town Andrewes is referring to is Brentford where Prince Rupert's cavalry arrived on the morning of
November 121h. Although there are not many sources that account this specific event, there are records of
similar attacks within this town at the hand of Prince Rupert and his cavalry.
14
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alleged victims, quotes, and specific streets giving a very detailed account. Andrewes
reports one of the most "inhumane actions" was in "Brainford" when the Cavaliers
robbed a brewery belonging to a Mr. Pierce. They stole from him beer, his brewer, and
horses. After, Andrewes reports, they then went to his house, kidnapped his wife and
child and set them along the high way (11 ).
Andrewes, like many of these pamphlets, then compares the Cavaliers to devils
and also mentions, like Goodwin, that they sought to pull God out of the sky.
Particularly, he began to note that they had many sayings that were blasphemies and full
of dishonor to God:
We will drinke and be drunke, whore, and be damned, and will not beholding to
God to save us; and that they had rather be in hell with their Comrades, then in
heaven with the Roundheads [ ... ] The Divell that made us damne usand damme
weee, and ram me into the mouth of a Canon, and shoote me nine miles into hell,
&c. [ ... ] They drinke a health to King Charls, to whom they live, move and have
our being. (12).
Andrewes pamphlet, among the others, were -to an extent- actual accounts as to what
was going on from town to town when the king's army entered. Prince Rupert's men did,
by many historical accounts, carry on a "long afternoon of wild destruction" (Barbary 42)
and ran out many of the town's people. In the book Cavaliers & Roundheads, Charles
Hibbert noted the detail about the brewer that Andrewes mention; however, in Hibbert's
historical account, he says that many of the men ran away with one exception of "one of
their young captains, a young brewer and political agitator named John Lilbume who
was, however, soon captured as he tried to rally his men and around an abandoned
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standard" (86). Hibbert also notes that Prince Rupert's men terrorized the town by
"forcing their way into houses of the town, helping themselves to food and drink in
larders, stealing what they fancied" (86). However, although they ransacked the town, the
events that are within the pamphlet are exaggerated for effect. Because many of these
exaggerations were commonly used, the term "cavalier" and how it was used in the
seventeenth century is slippery to begin with. Many used the term in relationship to
events that were -to a certain degree- not true. The term was birthed from
exaggerations and propaganda. No doubt, these actions would have scared any person
reading into thinking that the Cavaliers meant harm and were all rowdy and blasphemous
in the name ofthe Charles I. Again, Charles I was never accused of these actions himself,
or sending Prince Rupert or any other persons to commit these acts. The main argument
against the way of the Cavaliers is that they had their own agenda of getting rid of the
power ofthe Church all together, exposing anyone that opposed and restore all power to
the Crown-and were simply using Charles I to get it across. Many Roundheads and
Puritan leaders lost trust in Charles I because of his inability to recognize or acknowledge
what his men were doing in his name.
Although many of the pamphlets smeared the name of Cavaliers and just people
who were in favor of the King in general, there was one within the many that sought to
clear their name and distinguish the good people that fought on behalf of the king from
the others. John Taylor 16-who also happened to be an acquaintance of Ben Jonson
(Riggs 255)- thought that the only way to tackle all the "bad publicity" was to

16

John Taylor was a seventeenth-century poet who worked as a Thames waterman and wrote Royalist
pamphlets.
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distinguish "cavalier" from "caviller." The word "caviller" means "one who cavils; a
captious or frivolous objector, a quibbling disputant" (OED) which better fits the
description of the men that the pamphlets were warning against. Taylor published a
pamphlet in 1643 titled "The Noble Cavalier Caracterised, and the Rebellious Caviller
Cavterised" in which he differentiates between the two.
Taylor begins by saying, "To begin roundly, soundly, and profoundly, The
Cavalier is a Gentlemen, a Commander on Horsebacke; The Caviller is a Rascall,
whether he swim, go, or ride" (1 ). Taylor then goes on to explain that what people have
been calling "cavaliers" are not what they stand for. Taylor says cavaliers are noble men
who are fighting for parliament and fight with their lives for peace; whereas the "caviller"
is someone who is a hypocrite and does not rightfully serve any king with anything
except treason in order to tear down parliament. These actions, Taylor says, are the
"villanies" that are "contrary to a cavalier." While others were writing about the cavalier
bringing darkness and evil, Taylor says "that a greater disparity is not betwixt Light and
Darkness, or between God and Belial 17 ;

[ ••• ]

no more are the detestable and damnable

Oaths with which the Caviller doth charge and scandal the Cavalier" (1-2). Taylor was
attempting to change how people regard the cavaliers and go against what had been
previously published. He is not saying that there are not men who call themselves
cavaliers performing the acts that people accuse them of; however, he is saying that
people need to know the difference between two words that sound the same by giving
literal definitions.

17

Belial is a term from the Hebrew bible that is associated with the devil.
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Although propaganda was still being published well after the war, the shift in how
we now look at the word "cavalier" came from the literature published by people who are
now deemed "cavalier poets." The baseline for many of the anthologies and courses that
aim to show readers what "cavalier poetry" is comes from the prose and poetry of these
poets' revising the definition of "cavalier" after the war and in the later part of the 1600s.
One text that was published in 1653 that aimed to restore the name and values of
"cavalier" was The Compleat Angler by Izzak Walton.
Walton was in England at the time of the war and was a Royalist who respected
Charles I (Lang vi). The Compleat Angler represents the cavalier way oflife and in no
way does it talk about blood-shed or running wild through entire towns. Earl Miner says
that Walton's The Compleat Angler is "one of the best introductions to the idea of the
good life" (44 ). Walton's text was also the one of the texts that supplemented Maclean's
anthology Ben Jonson and the Cavalier Poets. The book involves the friends that are
fishing, enjoying each other's company, cooking and drinking with England in the
backdrop. The book involves two key characters; Piscator -who Miner calls "[Ben]
Jonson like" (45)- and Venator, who are present throughout the book. Throughout their
fishing trip, they meet characters like Auceps, Peter, and many others along the way that
they welcome in. Although most of the book describes catching fish and cooking them,
the book also reflects "[a view ofJ a good life, a world in which a man's life possesses
fullness, and satisfaction is realized" (Miner 45). It gives the reader an alternate version
of what people who were considered "royalist" and therefore "cavaliers" were like. The
Cavalier way of life, as expressed in poems by those who are called "cavalier poets" is
happiness, friendship, great food, and plenty to drink -

which are all expressed in The
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Compleat Angler. Many of the Cavalier attributes that critics go by today were birthed
out of the idea of friendship, mirth, and having plenty of food and drink that all stemmed
from their longing to go back to their life before the war and before the puritans decided
to challenge the king. In addition, some of their ideas for highlighting mirth, friendship
and other pleasantries could have been them trying to restore their reputation because
many of them were forced to flee the country after their defeat.
In Chapter five (day three of the fishing trip) of Walton's story, the menPiscator, Peter, Venator, and Peter's friend Coridon -meet in the place where they are
lodging. Peter tells Piscator that his friend, Coridon, is a "an honest countryman" and "a
downright witty companion" who decided to meet him so they could enjoy Trout and
drinks (Walton 50). When Peter says that he has not yet caught anything or gotten
anything to drink yet hopes to do so in the morning, Piscator invites him to eat with them.
He calls the hostess to "dress" the Trout that can "fill six reasonable bellies" and bring
them "some of your best barley-wine, the good liquor that our honest forefathers did use
to think of; the drink which preserved their health, and made them live so long, and to do
so many good deeds" (Walton 50). After, they proceed to eat, drink, talk and sing. The
picture Walton painted was completely opposed to of the picture that earlier enemies of
the "cavaliers" tried to portray; however, the idea of honest pleasure still directly went
against the Puritan's views on mirth and celebration. Puritans like Goodwin took stories
such as these and spun them into stories of drunkard men who terrorized towns and killed
men.
As The Compleat Angler suggests, it was not until after the war that the word
Cavalier began to be seen in a positive light and to be used alongside "honorable" or
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"honest." The transformation of the word was after and during the Cavalier's defeat when
many of them were forced into exile. Coincidently, during the time of the war, many
poets often unanimously agreed upon as "cavalier poets"- i.e. Lovelace, Herrick,
Suckling, etc.- were writing and publishing poems. But it is important to note that they
did not call themselves "cavaliers." The reason why they became associated with the term
is because of the assumed context of their poetry that pledged allegiance to the king and
encouraged drinking and mirth- which went against Puritan views. According to the

OED, the first documented use of the term "cavalier-poet" occurred in 1879 in reference
to Richard Lovelace by historian Justin McCarthy. At the time, these poets called
themselves the "Sons of Ben," which could have made their poetry more noticeable
considering that Ben Jonson was famous. They never called themselves cavaliers, though
they did write many poems and songs -later labeled Cavalier songs- that were in favor
of the king and talked about the trials and troubles ofbeing a royalist.
The solidity of the term "cavalier" is called into question because of the way that
it was transformed and used against a group of supports. The slipperiness of the term is
rooted in exaggerated propaganda that does not reflect the actions of the people who are
called cavaliers, or "cavalier" poets. Furthermore, "cavalier" signifies a wide range of
connotations depending on the timeframe within seventeenth century and the varying
aspects of the "cavalier" way oflife. A reader reading a poem with the definition of
"cavalier" as the one promoted by puritan propaganda in mind can read a poem
completely different than a reader who was introduced to the "cavalier" way oflife as
Walton describes it. Those two ideas alone change the context of whatever you are
reading or whoever wrote it.
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In the article "Towards Redefinition of Cavalier Poetics," Peter Davidson
identifies the problem of the term "cavalier poets" as "declar[ing] itself as the product of
historical retrospect. It identifies a school by allegiance and period, rather than by a
distinguishing literary feature" (qtd. in McDowell414). The term only points to the
events covered in this chapter, rather than a close analysis of the literature during the
seventeenth century. By using "cavalier" to describe poets and their works, we are
placing them within a box and saying that they are only capable ofbeing studied under a
"cavalier" magnifying glass and not as individuals who had their own aesthetic. The term
"cavalier" that we embrace and are eager to use today has value attached to it that readers
may or may not be aware of. After taking stock of the historical baggage that comes with
the "cavalier" and then looking at an anthology like Ben Jonson and the Cavalier Poets,
our view of the poets featured in the anthology is altered. Biographical information of the
poets and the meanings of poems will be altered by what "cavalier" meant during the
seventeenth century. It was essentially a slur used as propaganda against the supporters of
Charles I. Puritans used "cavalier" to belittle and instill fear in the people of England
during the time of the English Civil War. The image being portrayed in the pamphlets
and writing during the war is far from anything that the poets and their works stood for;
however, positive images of a cavalier and their way oflife came only later. The image
that Walton and others tried to promote is the image that scholars took and decided to use
a pretext to engage in criticism about these poets which completely dismisses exactly
what it stood for.
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Chapter Three
Examining the Problematics of What "Cavalier" Means in the Literary World Today
Through Thomas Carew and Andrew Marvell
The history of the word "cavalier" helps us then understand the instability of the
term itself as a signifier even within the seventeenth century. If we turn now to consider
some ofthe poets that critics and editors have applied the name to, we can further see just
how inadequate the term is and the potential danger they do to a reader's perceptions of
these poets and their work. By simply seeing the word "cavalier" before these poems
could change the context of them all together, which discourages readers from reading
beyond what is on the page. In the previous chapter, we learn that the word "cavalier"
transformed from describing a simple horseman to then being used to describing someone
who was for Charles I, but also against God and discourteous, to defining a certain way
lifestyle that was only a catalyst for how literary critics define it now.
When we switch from history to literature, the word "cavalier" turns into a
restrictive definition that editors, scholars and critics use to better help us understand a
small fraction of the numerous works of literature that was produced during the
seventeenth century. Because of the differing definitions, many of poets can potentially
fall under the category of "cavalier" poet, but a lot of poets could be voted out also. In
this chapter, I will examine how varying literary scholars define "cavalier"- and
therefore "cavalier" poetry- that limits the readers and does not allow readers the room
to study the poets or their works freely. First, I will look at how scholars in the field
define "cavalier" poetry and see what happens when we hold those poets accountable for
those definitions. I will use Thomas Carew and Andrew Marvell, both with questionable
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"cavalier" qualities, as examples to display the problematics of the ritual of labeling.
Although tools such as anthologies, analytical work and textbooks help us understand and
comprehend complicated texts such as those from the seventeenth century, they also do
not allow for readers to critically think about the works presented within them. When
poets such as Thomas Carew and Andrew Marvell, and therefore their works, are
featured in various anthologies, these poets and their works are now bound to whatever
rules that anthology operates under. When we start to look at some of the definitions that
scholars have for what a "cavaliers" are and what their poetry displays, we can examine
so called "cavaliers" like Carew and Marvell to see if they do hold any weight or if these
definitions are as unstable as the word it is trying to define.
While one ofthe most common definitions of Cavalier poetry describes it as
poetry written by those in allegiance with Charles I during the English Civil War, many
scholars examine Cavalier verse as so much more than a simple allegiance. Geoffrey
Walton takes their allegiance into account by explaining that Cavalier poetry represents
the "life and culture of upper-class pre-Commonwealth England" (160). Walton explains
that Cavalier poetry is "learned and theologically minded" along with "a surprising
mixture of elegance and sophistication with naivety and schoolboy obscenity, but it is
rarely vulgar or sneering" (160). Walton is saying that poets represent much more than
just Charles I. To Walton, they each, individually, birthed an aesthetic that is only
represented in their verse and prose.
The problem with Walton's definition, however, is that he further blurs the line of
what the descriptor "cavalier" stands for in the literary world by saying Donne and
Jonson both had a hand in influencing these poets. Walton even goes as far as to say that
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"The influence of Donne is the most obvious" with their use of "metaphysical wit" ( 161)
which is a unique way of putting it considering that the way some readers are introduced
to "cavalier" poetry is usually by highlighting elements that are opposed to
"metaphysical" poetry. As I mentioned in the first chapter, metaphysical poetry is seen as
extravagant and concerns itself with "interesting interiorities" and is strong while using
elaborate metaphors to persuade; while "cavalier" poetry is seen as more social and
courtly, "less learned and far-fetched" (Reid 3-4). What makes Walton's definition
unique is that most definitions usually only credit Jonson's influence -the social- and
do not mention Donne -the interesting interiorities and extravagant- except to
highlight the difference between he and Jonson. Furthermore, the poets that are now
called "cavalier" poets once called themselves "Sons of Ben." They did not completely
reject Donne as an influence; however, they paid more homage to Ben Jonson in their
poetry than Donne by covering the same subject matters and aspiring writing in the same
style as Jonson.
One of the first, and most popular, attempts to define what Cavalier poetry
encompasses was from Earl Miner in his book The Cavalier Mode from Jonson to
Cotton. While Walton takes a "fusion" route, Miner looks at Cavalier poetry as its own
aesthetic separate from metaphysical. His book covered a wide range of poets who cannot
fit into Walton's definition. Throughout the book, Miner highlights the themes of"carpe
diem" and "the good life" as attributes that represent Cavalier poetry. Miner notes the
clear differences between cavalier and metaphysical poetry at the very beginning by
saying that it is more biographical and is all about "dim shapes, the Celia's, Corinna's,
and other ladies of classical names" (3). In other words, Cavalier poetry is personal and
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public rather than private (Miner 14). Many believe that Cavalier poetry is clear, and
open to the audience while metaphysical poetry is harder to decipher. Metaphysical poets
have the reputation of hiding themselves within the poetry while Cavaliers are known to
lay everything out on the line. Later, Miner notes that "Cavalier poetry reveals a
consistent urge to define and explore the features of what constituted human happiness,
and of which kind of man was good" (44). To go even further, Cavalier poetry represents
not only what it means to be a good man, but what it means to live a "morally good life
and the enjoyably good life" (Miner 65).
Cavalier poetry, according to Miner, is about the contemplation of order and
disorder, "court amours" (220), and friendship. In addition to these three qualities, Miner
also suggests that these poets have the shared experience of their "good life" being
threatened by "puritanism" (100); however, Miner's book details and shows an
abundance of poets whose work falls under these categories. Miner's definition could
explain why the term, and the poets that fluctuate between it, has been so versatile.
However, Miner's definition also shows us how the descriptor "cavalier" is less useful.
With him defining "cavalier" poetry as personal and public, why do editors, critics and
scholars feel the need to place a label in front of it? By Miner's definition, it was meant
to be open, leaving its own clues for the reader to discover the meaning, and with placing
"cavalier" on it, we close it for our own personal agendas.
One of the definitions that somewhat combines all of the above is from Nigel
Smith in his article "Cross-Channel Cavaliers" where he goes into detail about what
exactly it meant to be a cavalier by literal, historical and literary definition:
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Being an English "cavalier" in the seventeenth century meant a kind of lifestyle,
and a kind oflifestyle that involved writing verse: verse that was considered in its
time to be not merely amorous but flagrantly erotic or displaying an outrageous
sexual wit without apology. Drinking often marked their reported behavior and
their writing[ ... ] As their verse implies, some of them were not merely forthright
lovers, they were libertine gentlemen. (434-435).
Like Miner, Smith states that Cavalier poetry is more of a lifestyle that was represented
within their poetry; their poetry, as Miner suggests, is autobiographical which is the
opposite of what metaphysical poetry displays. The poetry begins to point itself into the
direction of the time period, so a term like "cavalier" becomes even less useful to readers.
With a label like "cavalier" the reader is not invited to analyze the poem, the work is
already done for them which is why certain attributes go unnoticed. Smith's definition
goes along with the literal and historical definition that later spills into literary analysis of
Cavalier poets and poetry. In addition to Smith's definition, Kevin Sharpe claims that
when we think of Cavalier poets, we think of "a group of courtiers, flamboyant and gay,
engaged only with the concerns ofthe courtly pnicieux, with love and the chase,
irresponsibility or worse, uncritical servants and sycophants of an autocratic king who
maintained them principally for their flattery" (118).
All of these definitions use the word "cavalier" as a "static marker of political
allegiance" (McDowell 425) and then later, try to focus on an aesthetic that limits who
can and cannot be labeled as "cavalier poets." With definitions such as these, the reader is
focusing on each poet's work trying to fit it into their desired definition. If the reader
agrees that Jonson and Donne both had their influence on the poets labeled "cavaliers,"
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than their list of poets grows longer than if it was just limited to Jonson's influence.
Readers continue to contradict and flip between anthologies to figure out why one poet is
featured, and the other is not or why one poem is mentioned, and all the other works are
not. A single name -or "signifier" as Derrida would call it- holds so much more within
it than we think; however, it is still just a name, we do not need it. Freeing the poets and
their work will invite readers to analyze and come to conclusions of what the works
represent. Automatically labeling a poem "cavalier" or "metaphysical" guides the reader
in directions that could muffle the way the information is processed and analyzed.
Without the name, readers can come to the conclusions on their own. When we remove
"cavalier" from poetry or poet, the individual works are still there, but what Barthes is
saying still stands, the texts are free to operate on their own.
To look at how the term "cavalier" affects the way readers approach certain poets
and their texts, I will look at poets Thomas Carew and Andrew Marvell. As mentioned in
chapter one, these two poets and their works are often called into question when trying to
determine whether or not they are "cavalier" or "metaphysical." In addition to their
works, their biography, by certain definitions, do not coincide with that of a traditional
"cavalier." Because of the metaphorical tug-of-war that is going on with these two poets,
their names often appear in various anthologies and textbooks and only include works
that fit the definition the editor has framed their work around; however, it does not
include that the definitions that these anthologies go by are subjective and not the only
definition out there. In the following pages, I will examine Thomas Carew's biography
and two of his poems titled "A Rapture" and "To The Lady That Desired I Love Her." I
will also examine Andrew Marvell, his biography and his poem "To His Coy Mistress"
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and see what happens when holding them to what critics say constitutes a "cavalier" poet
and poetry.
More Than A "Cavalier" Poet: Thomas Carew

Without a close examination of Carew, he seemingly checks all ofthe boxes
required of a cavalier poet: he worked within the court, he is influenced by Jonson's
craftmanship and effortless display oflove and friendship. Even if we go with Walton's
definition that the cavalier poets were influenced by Donne, then he checks that box also;
however, if we dig deeper, Carew is far more complex than the conventional Cavalier. In
his essay, Kevin Sharpe warns that ifwe call Carew a cavalier, "[we would be] guilty of
anachronism" (119). Sharpe's overall analysis shows that the understanding ofthe word
cavalier does not coincide with some of the actual poets- such as Carew.
Biographically, Carew is far from a "cavalier" for the simple fact that he died in
1640, one year before the war started, which places him before the term "cavalier" (and
even "Royalist") existed as an insult towards those aligned with Charles I. 18 In addition to
that, most of Carew's poetry was not published during his lifetime and most of it lacked
his name and approval (Sadler 19). Sadler also notes that most ofhis poetry was written

during his stay in France (14). The reason why it is so easy to link Carew to the cavalier
poets -biographically speaking- is because he was close to Charles I. Sharpe notes,
"For Carew was in the most exact sense a courtier: a gentleman extraordinary of the
Privy Chamber and sewer in ordinary to the king 19 , he attended personally upon the
18

Consequentially, Sir John Suckling, whose status as a "cavalier poet" seems more solid, also died before
the war in 164.
19
According to the OED, a "sewer" is a household officer of high rank in charge of serving the dishes at
table and sometimes of seating and tasting.
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monarch in the royal privy lodgings" (118). In addition to his job within the court, Carew
did write Coelum Britanicum, which was a masque 20 written for Charles I and Henrietta
Maria. But Sharpe also notes that Carew's personal life fit more with the Jacobean court
and not really the new Caroline court that Charles I represented (119). Being a courtier
was only Carew's job; however, it does not coincide with his personal life- Sharpe
describes his earlier life as profligate (119)- or persona like many of the other more
solidified Cavalier Poets. Carew often gets placed within these texts because he was
writing in the seventeenth century and is put in the category of"cavalier" solely based on
his relationship with Charles I, but after the definition became associated with being in
support of the king.
As for his poetry, starting early in the 20th century, Carew's literary career began
to undertake some reassessment by literary scholars mostly because, as Walton puts it, he
[was] "underrated" (165) and many classified him as just cavalier mostly because of his
work for Charles I and certain themes highlighted within his poetry, but critics began to
realize Carew needed to be examined more closely. Carew is most known for his "A
Rapture" and many of his country house poems that link him to Jonson; however, he also
has a number of poems that do not fit within the "cavalier" frame-i.e. "To Ben Jonson",
"An Elegie Upon the Death of Dr. John Donne" and "To the Lady That Desired I Love

Her." In addition to his poems, many scholars suggest that Carew's wit is what really
makes his poetry unique. One critic quoted in the article '"Deare Ben,' 'Great Donne'
and 'My Celia': The Wit of Carew's Poetry", G.A.E Parfitt, even argues that "No one

20

Masque were short plays that were performed for people of the court and often featured them in acting
roles. Masque became well-known from Jonson and his work under James I.
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seems really sure what to do with Carew," which is why he is linked "vaguely with 'the
Cavalier poets" (279).
Within Walton's definition of Cavalier poetry mentioned previously, he ranks the
poets that he deems to be cavaliers by "seniority" in which he ranks Carew as number
three out ofthe five men he considers Cavalier Poets and says that Carew is a fusion of
Donne and Jonson (165). However, if we are relying on names alone to help readers
understand texts, it can be argued that Carew's poetry is more metaphysical than cavalier.
Carew does write towards certain tropes of Cavalier poetry- i.e. courtly love, virtue and
pleasure- but his witty writing style, analytical voice and certain rhetorical moves do
not reflect the cavalier mode. Carew often writes beyond places that most cavaliers
attempt to go. Carew's style was eclectic and, as Sharpe suggests, he cannot really be
linked to one group of poetry; however, you can analyze his poetry to show that it is
neither one or the other. Take for example two of Carew's poems "A Rapture" and "To a
Lady that Desired I Would Love Her."
The poem "A Rapture" covers the usual "cavalier" tropes; however, the language
Carew uses is not cavalier and could be seen as metaphysical. Metaphysical poets have
the reputation ofbeing complex and speaking to the "stability and self-sufficiency of
love, contrasted with the mutability and dependence of human beings" (Beer 5). The
descriptor "metaphysical poets" also comes with a different set of connotations, but my
argument is that these labels all together are often misleading. To simply throw Carew
into another category is still not acknowledging his unique style and letting him operate
freely within his own aesthetic. However, here, I am talking in terms of the metaphysical
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language and subject matter of Carew, which is displayed from the beginning of the
poem.
We get a display of Carew's unique style from the speaker in Carew's "A
Rapture." The speaker of Carew's poem invites Celia21 to escape with him to "love's
Elysium22" (2). He expresses that the real world that they live in does not allow them to
truly be together. Cultural and social norms such as religion and honor stop them from
being together in the present, so they must escape to another world where lovers go to be
together. The first few lines of the poem read, "I will enjoy thee now my Celia, come/
And fly with me to love's Elysium:/ The giant Honour, that keeps cowards out/ Is but a
masker ... " (1-4). Carew's speaker sees Honor as a virtue that stands in between him and
his love for Celia. In the lines that follow, the speaker of Carew's poem is trying to
persuade Celia that everything that she has learned -mostly from religion- is wrong
and is stopping them from being together. Carew's speaker calls honor a "heavy load" to
those that "made and bear him" (14-15) and suggests that honor is not God's word, but it
is a made-up construct that is used to "impale free woman" (20). Honor, according to
Carew's speaker, involves things such as "husband, wife, lust, modest, chaste, [and]
shame" (1 08), which do not exist in Carew's Elysium. Carew's speaker is trying to
convince Celia that she needs to live for them in the now and not worry about what will
happen later.

21

Carew often references a woman named "Celia" in his poetry. Sadler notes that Celia was thought to be a
real woman that Carew was in love with, but she was married. Carew had an on-again-off-again
relationship with her ;however, the two never married and her real identity is never revealed.
22 An Elysium was thought to be the place where souls go after death in Greek mythology.
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A main theme in his poem is "carpe diem," which is -as Miner mentions- one
of the main themes in "Cavalier" verse. For example, Carew's poem reads a lot like
Robert Herrick's more famous example of the carpe diem, "Corinna's Going A Maying."
In the poem, Herrick's speaker is trying to persuade a woman named "Corinna" to "Get
up" (1) and "Come" (29) enjoy the world, for what it is, today and right now. Herrick
continues the seventy-line poem with describing the beautiful, temporary features of
nature out in the world that Corinna is missing by not going outside and enjoying her life
while "[they] are in [their] prime; and take on the harmless folly of time" (58). In what is
considered "cavalier" verse, Herrick does his persuading by invoking nature and focusing
on conventional images such as dew, greenery and flowers to covey to Corinna that
glimpses of nature's beauty do not last forever, and nature ages just as she does. Carew is
doing the same to Celia; however, he uses nature in a way that creates an image for Celia.
Carew mentions nature throughout his "A Rapture" by using it to describe how he
and Celia's life would be in the Elysium. The speaker compares himself to a bee in line
55 by saying:
Then, as the empty bee, that lately bore,
Into the common treasure, all her store,
Files 'bout the painted field with nimble wing,
Deflowering the fresh virgins of the spring;
So will I rifle all the sweets, that dwell
In my delicious paradise, and swell
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My bag with honey, drawn forth by the power
Of fervent kiss, from each spicy flower.
Carew is using the imagery of a bee in the spring pollinating flowers to describe what his
and Celia's life will be like in a place where virtue does not matter, and they can enjoy
themselves. He also invokes nature when dissecting Celia's body in what McDowell
acknowledges as "eroticism of which is represented in natural metaphors which are
meant to both be wittily surprising and sensually evocative" (419). Carew's speaker in "A
Rapture" compares Celia's breasts to a "warm, firm apple, tipped with coral berry" (65)
and the rest ofher [naked] body to a "vale oflilies" (68). He is focusing and bringing the
reader's attention to her body and her physical beauty.
One feature that does set Carew apart from other "cavaliers" is that he dismisses
honor and personifies it as a monster- which is not a part of the cavalier mode. Because
many of the people labeled "cavalier" were soldiers, or served under Charles I, the
concept of honor was important to them. In addition to their lifestyle, the idea of honor
was represented throughout Ben Jonson's work. Honor, among other virtues, is what
makes a person-according to "cavalier mode" - a good man. Carew is arguing that all

these virtues are man-made and used to stop anyone from enjoying love. Carew's idea to
completely dismiss it, however, has to take place outside of the living world.
In addition to the idea ofhonor, Carew also mediates on metaphysical qualities

such as the body and the soul and their places. The idea that it could be read as
metaphysical could be lost upon a reader if they are reading Carew as just a cavalier poet.
Cavalier poetry does not highlight themes such as the body or the soul, but the idea of the
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body separating from the soul is a central idea in Carew's poem. Carew's speaker
separates the body from the soul and suggests the body and the soul can only meet in
nature. In lines 35-46, Carew notes that their "panting limbs" will lay under a "cooler
shade of cypress groves" while:
Still music, whilst we rest our selves beneath
Their dancing shade; till a soft murmur, sent
From souls entranced in amorous languishment
Rouses us, and shoot into our veins fresh fire,
Till we, in their sweet ecstasy expire. (50-54)
If before we could connect Carew to Herrick, who is a quintessential "cavalier," in these
lines, we can now compare him to Donne, who is seen as the main metaphysical poet.
Donne's "The Ecstasy" reads like "A Rapture" in the fact that Donne uses nature
to display its connection to love and also the soul and the body are different and can only
meet in nature. In "The Ecstasy," Donne describes exactly what Carew is talking aboutwhen the body separates from the soul. Donne places his lovers within nature, and
although they are not in an entirely different place like Carew's Elysium, they are still
secluded. Donne's lovers lay with their hands together, completely still while their souls
"negotiate" (17). Much like Carew, Donne is saying that his lover should not worry if
someone sees them and if they do, Donne replies, "Let him still mark us, he shall see/
Small change, when we' are to bodies gone" (75-76). It does not matter if someone does
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see them and try to chastise them for being together because once they are out of their
bodies, nothing will matter, and their souls will still remember each other.
Another poem that exemplifies how carelessly labeling offers a limited reading of
Carew's work is "To the Lady that Desired I Love her." In the poem, Carew's speaker
questions a woman's intentions with him after she has gotten his attention. The speaker
does not know whether she actually loves him or just wants to be with him because he
might write a poem about her. Either way, the speaker of the poem says that he will
entertain the idea to see what happens. In "To a Lady that Desired I Would Love Her,"
the first stanza of Carew's poem reads:
Now you have freely given me leave to love,
What will you do?
Shall I your mirth, or passion move
When I begin to woo;
Will you torment, or scorn, or love me too? (1-5)
The speaker continues to argue the fact that the poet (him) has all the power and he is
questioning ifhis poetic fame is what she is after. The speaker of the poem is debating
with himself and the mystery lady on whether he should fall in love with her and if he
did, what would the outcome be. "To a Lady that Desired I Would Love Her" is unique
because it "rejects the ploy of playful courtship, with its subservience to the lady's
whims, and insists that the situation be seen in terms of mutual needs" (King 544). He is
also giving us insight on how he thinks of himself and his self-worth by assessing
whether the woman risking rejection or one-sided love for.
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While reading, we can actually picture the speaker and the unknown womanwho he intentionally does not mention- having a conversation back and forth and him
stating all the reasons why he does not believe her love is genuine. Carew's wit,
language, and discussion of love is complex. Making him, and therefore this poem,
conform to any definite definition only hinders the reader's experience. Carew's speaker
is not confessing his love for her. The speaker, however, does question how her love or a
relationship with her will benefit or hurt him while displaying to the reader the power of
the poet. Moreover, the irony Carew creates when the speaker mentions the woman
without saying her name is not associated with Cavalier poetry.
In the second and third stanza of the poem, Carew pulls a move where he
ironically mentions the woman's looks and acknowledges that his speaker, the poet, has
all the power in determining how the lady will be looked at and it ultimately comes down
to what their relationship status is and how he feels about her. Carew's speaker tells the
audience that he, much like an artist, has the potential to shape how people view her
through his poetry. If he is in love with her, her flaws will not be disclosed; however, if
she is in fact using him, he has the power to highlight all her faults. Carew shows the
power dynamic between the speaker and the woman. The speaker has all the power, the
lady does not. The fourth and fifth stanzas read:
Grief is a puddle, and reflects not clear
Your beauty's rays,
Joys are pure streams, your eyes appear
Sullen in sadder lays,
In cheerful numbers they shine bright with praise;
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Which shall not mention to express you fair
Wounds, flames, and darts,
Storms in your brow, nets in your hair,
Suborning all your parts,
Or to betray, or torture captive hearts?
The speaker assures the lady that if he discovers that the lady does not love him, then he
will not be thinking clearly when writing about her. His "grief' will stop him from
describing the woman in a beautiful light -like most Cavalier poets do- and he will be
justified in showing her true colors. King notes that, "Carew's poetry does not tum
inward and attempt to track the movements of the mind, as Donne's images do, but rather
attempts to justify the poet's attitudes." (544).
Scholars often give "cavalier poetry" the attribute of displaying the "subservient
lover;" however, in this poem, Carew is not displaying his speaker as "subservient."
Carew's speaker is saying that because she has not given him her genuine love, then his
image of her will be distorted because he will be grieving; however, if she does love him,
he will make her more beautiful than she really is. The next stanza reveals exactly what
he means:
I'll make your eyes like morning suns appears,
As mild, and fair;
Your brow as crystal smooth, and clear,
And your dishevell' d hair
Shall flow like a calm region of the air.
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While the speaker is saying that he will not write a poem about her because he is worried
that is all she wants, he is still mentioning her and calling to attention that he has all the
power to make her beautiful in every bodies eye. Ironically, however, she is still gaining
the fame that [the speaker thinks] she wants through him mentioning her anyway. But the
speaker has all the power to create an unflattering image -her unsmooth brows and
"dishevell' d hair"- tum into something beautiful. The paradoxical language and
"argument and persuasion, and use of conceit as [an] instrument" (Beer 22) are tropes of
metaphysical poetry; however, the description of the woman's eyes appearing like
"morning suns" and brows "crystal smooth, and clear" is language often used in cavalier
poetry. Walton notes that, "[Carew's] attitude is related to chivalry, but it is more
sophisticated and egalitarian as between sexes" (167).
"To a Lady that Desired I Love Her" represents the best ofboth worlds; however,
to call it one or the other instead of simply describing it as Carew's writing style does not
do it justice. The poem is featured in both a Metaphysical anthology and a Cavalier
anthology, which means that readers of each are looking for the tropes that qualified it to
be in the anthology. Depending on which anthology the reader is introduced to first, their
views about the poem will begin to form. Labeling then becomes unfair to readers and
Carew since a lot ofhis own personal wit and style is displayed within the poem.
Confining Carew and his works to "cavalier" does not allow for him to be read as an
individual or allow his work to operate outside of the cavalier mode. To bring Derrida
back in, "cavalier" is just a name. If we remove the name, the works still stand; however,
with the removal of"cavalier," works like "A Rapture" and "To the Lady That Desired I
Love Her" can be read without being held to a definition that guides readers into thinking
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a certain way. Much like Carew, Andrew Marvell is another poet who critics want to
place in the category of"cavalier," but his biography and works do not quite fit the mold
critics are giving readers.
Somewhere In-between Labels: Andrew Marvell
Andrew Marvell is often mentioned in conversations surrounding Cavaliers and
Metaphysical poets, but with fluctuating definitions, his place within seventeenth-century
literary categories seems to move back and forth. He was also fairly close to many poets;
he knew many of the poets under these categories and also studied their works closelywhich could be why people decide to classify him into a certain "school."
To begin historically, Marvell is not a "cavalier" in the sense that he was nowhere
around England during the time of the English Civil War. In his book Andrew Marvell:
The Chameleon, Nigel Smith notes that Marvell left England in 1642 and missed a
majority of the war; however, he did not leave to avoid the war, he left to travel and gain
experience (45).To sum up Marvell's political allegiance, in an essay titled "Marvell,
Cromwell, and the Horatian Ode" Blair Worden notes that "[Marvell] was a Royalist
[before 1650], and a Cromwellian23 , and then a Whig" (150). Marvell is also often called
a Puritan, but reading him that way could come from his close association with poet John
Milton24 . While many definitions of"cavalier" refer to allegiance with Charles I and
holding a place within the court, Marvell gets superficially labeled for his association
with poets and people who were so-called "cavaliers" -another problem that using the
word "cavalier" brings up. The name signifies an automatic alliance with Charles I, but
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Oliver Cromwell was second-in-command of the army and emerged after the execution of Charles I.
John Milton was a 171h century poet who is best known for Paradise Lost. Milton often disagreed with
many of the cavalier's way oflife. He also served as a civil servant under Olive Cromwell.
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that is not always the case. When a reader comes across Marvell, and his poems, and see
the word "cavalier" they automatically assume that he was a solider in alliance with
Charles I, which is not the case.
Poetically, by the time Marvell reentered England in 1647, the literary climate
changed, and the "Royalist" poets were thriving as a literary school because many poets,
such as Abraham Cowley 25 and Richard Lovelace, were publishing their work. During
the time when Marvell re-entered England, being a "gentleman" meant publishing some
form of poetry (Smith 65). Marvell had the unique advantage of being able to witness the
rise of Cavalier poetry, which was dominating the literary field at the time. Because of
his imitation, Marvell's poetry sometimes reflects his close study of the genre and he
often acknowledged his love and respect of the style. Worden notes:
Marvell, as always, resists such simplification. He is a man, as his correspondence
and pamphlets testify, who can inhabit a range of voices, each of them authentic
at the moment of delivery. His public poems are occasional poems, responsible
only to their occasions. To describe [his early poetry] as Royalist is to risk
forgetting the sympathies that traversed party lines. (150).
However, as we know, there are many more eclectic definitions that qualify someone as a
cavalier. Marvell was inspired both by Jonson and Donne, and his poetry echoes many
cavalier themes; however, much like Sharpe said about Carew, to simply put him in a
group solely based on a time period, affiliations, or themes would simply diminish a lot
of the great qualities Marvell has to offer.
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Abraham Cowley is an English Royalist poet whose work is often considered Cavalier; however, he is
also mentioned in many metaphysical anthologies.
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Perhaps one of the most infamous poems that is subject to link Marvell to the
Cavaliers is "To His Coy Mistress" written in the late 1640s-early 1650s. The poem has
many elements of carpe diem; however, some also classify it as "the best love poem in
the metaphysical tradition" (Smith 78). "To His Coy Mistress" highlights what many
cavalier poets believed: that you should go out and enjoy life while you are still young.
Although Carew's "A Rapture" was meant as a political statement and critique of
Puritanism, Marvell's poem does still share the theme of"carpe diem." In line with
Herrick's "Corinna's Going A Maying," Marvell's speaker is asking a young woman to
forget about her Chasity and what people might think because she is running out of time
and her youth will not last forever. In addition to seemingly being metaphysical and
cavalier, "To His Coy Mistress" is also among a few ofthe poems that make some
classify Marvell as a religious poet.

26

The first four lines of the poem read:

Had we but world enough, and time,
This coyness Lady were no crime.
We would sit down, and think which way
To walk, and pass our long love's day.
Marvell's speaker is saying that if they had the time, then her being "coy" would not be a
bad attribute and he would embrace it. They would have the time to get to know each
other on a deeper level and have time to contemplate the days. Marvell's speaker tells his
mistress that if they did have all the time in the world, he would "love [her] ten years
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"To His Coy Mistress" was one of the many poems that appeared in a Norton Anthology of"Seventeenth
century Religious Poets" edited by Mario A. Di Cesare.
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before the Flood" (8) and should could refuse all the way until the end of the world. The
lines after read:
My vegetable love 27 should grow
Vaster than empires, and more slow.
An hundred years should go to praise
Thine eyes, and on they forehead gaze.
Two hundred to adore each breast:
But thirty thousand to the rest. ( 11-16)
Here, Marvell's speaker itemizes his mistress; he adapted "the ceremonies of the
Pertrarchanists (the blazon, the complaint, the "persuasion"," and even the palinode)"
(Miner 189). Although this is seen as a "Cavalier" trait, Donne also address the idea of
itemizing a woman to appreciate her in his poem "Aire and Angels." In "Aire and
Angels," Donne addresses the idea oflove between men and women. Donne's poem
suggests that love is pure like the air and angels; it has no distinguished shape or form, it
is just all around us. Donne speaks oflove in the spiritual (metaphysical) sense by
beginning to think of it as an intangible idea, "Still when, to where thou wert, I came/
Some lovely glorious nothing I did see" (5-6) to realizing that he can be seen in someone
that he loves, "That it assume thy body, I allow/ And fix itself in thy lip, eye, and brow"
(14). He focuses on the appearances of the woman to show that love is in all of them.
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There are many interpretations of the way Marvell uses "vegetable" a few of them saying that
"vegetable" is a phallic metaphor, or him saying that their love would be organic and slow growing like
vegetables do over time.
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Like Donne, Marvell's speaker is praising his woman and her body by saying that
she deserves more attention that he cannot give her; however, in the later part of the
poem, he explains why:
But at my back I always hear
Time's winged chariot hurrying near. (21-22)
Marvell's speaker says that soon, they will die and that they would regret it if they did not
live out their passions in the present while they are young and live in the current moment.
While many who are considered "cavalier" poets speak on acting on present passions, the
speaker's shift in tone is prominent in metaphysical poetry. However, Marvell goes a step
further in the following lines the speakers states:
Thy beauty shall no more be found;
Nor, in thy marble vault, shall sound
My echoing song: then worms shall try
That long-preserved virginity:
And your quaint honour turn to dust;
And into ashes all my lust. (25-30)
Essentially, what the_ speaker is saying is that she should lose her virginity to him now, in
this current moment because time will not and her "honour" means nothing when she is
dead; and neither will his lust. Honour is a main theme that often comes up in not only
cavalier poetry, but also metaphysical poetry. Honour, in Marvell's poem, means chastity
or virginity and the cavalier poets often spoke of women not waiting -because of
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religious reasons- to lose it. The speaker is having the woman contemplate the fact that
she will die one day, and she might lose his love also. "To His Coy Mistress" goes a little
deeper than cavalier poetry usually aims to go. Again, in the last section of the poem,
Marvell's speaker switches tone and it lightens up by saying that now is the time for them
to love each other:
Let us roll all our strength, and all
Our sweetness, up into one ball:
And tear our pleasures with rough strife,
Thorough the iron gates of life. (41-44)
From the abrupt tone shifts, the biblical references, carpe diem logic and also the
metaphorical attributes of the poem, Marvell's poem should not be shuffled or classified
under one term or the other, neither should Marvell. He put his unique knowledge that he
gathered from Donne, the Cavalier poets, the historical period all into one to create
compose the poem. By placing "To His Coy Mistress" in different anthologies, again,
will cause the reader to miss various elements of the poem that make it unique to Marvell
and represent his talent as a poet.
Without the word "cavalier" being attached to any ofthese poems, they are able
to stand on their own as uniquely something that Carew and Marvell created by drawing
on all their influences and not just trying to conform to one style. By taking a look at
these definitions that have accumulated throughout the years, we can see that the term
cavalier seems to act as a "catch all" for many poets in the seventeenth century. The
different meanings will always include or exclude someone which will always allow
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elements of their poetry to be overlooked while other elements are highlighted. By
considering "cavalier" as a "catch all", we are essentially anchoring all poets for a small
part of their life or a few themes that might be featured in their poetry. The
socioeconomic, historical, and religious climate of the seventeenth century would have
caused a lot of the same themes to be highlighted in different works for every type of
poet. Not to mention, as Jonson stresses28 , to be a great poet, you have to study the great
poets- which means they all would have been reading each other's poetry and
borrowing and experimenting with verse. Just because one poem highlights cavalier
elements, does not make that person a cavalier; or just because someone uses Donnian
rhetorical moves, they should not be called a metaphysical poet. What is important, if you
want to study seventeenth-century literature, is that you highlight each poet's individual
qualities and strengths in order to fully get the experience their talents rather than
focusing on placing them within a group that will only highlight some.
When we read with an understanding of any direction or clues definitions try to
point us towards, we are able to discover something new. Explaining to readers that some
scholars see Carew's "A Rapture" as cavalier, the poem is not restricted to just one point
of view. Without trying to label "To His Coy Mistress" as strictly metaphysical, we can
see other themes like carpe diem within the poem that are important to its context also.
When readers understand that the way that they are introduced to a work-whether it be
by course or anthology- is not that only way oflooking at, it will encourage a better
reading experience.
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In Ben Jonson's masque Poetaster (1601) he stresses the fact that a poet cannot be great if he does not
study the great poets before and of his time.
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Chapter Four
Deconstructing the Signifier to Change the Way We Read
There are signifiers and labels all throughout the literary world that close off
meaningful texts to readers. Having conversation surrounding these signifiers takes
nothing away from the text, the author, or more importantly, the reader. On the contrary,
it allows the reader to read a text without limitations. As demonstrated throughout my
thesis, assigning a signifier to a text or a poet, assigns much more than a simple name.
The simple word "cavalier" encompasses every historical and literary definition that has
ever come with it. When editors, scholars, and professors use labels like "cavalier" for an
anthology, textbook, critical piece, or unit in a class, it closes the conversation that could
potentially be had about the contents of the works. When readers are introduced to a
signifier like "cavalier" by way of these anthologies, textbooks, peer-reviewed articles,
and course, they are guided in directions that affect the way that they learn and future
ways that they interact with these text and others. Making the readers aware of how they
are being limited by these seemingly simple terms can change the way they read and
learn.
In the first chapter, I introduced the problematics oflabeling poets and texts. In
chapter two, I looked at the word "cavalier" in the context of the seventeenth century
before and during the English Civil War, and then how the word transformed in the later
part of the century to what scholars use as a guide for definitions that are used today. In
the previous chapter, I explored the different definitions that scholars have for
determining what constitutes a "cavalier" poet and their poetry, then I tested what would
happen if we hold these poets and their works accountable to the construct that was
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invented by these scholars. In this chapter, I will conclude my thesis by looking at how
the literary world could benefit from deconstructing signifiers to support critical thinking
and reading.
Reading helps us comprehend the world around us. Reading historical texts like
those written in the seventeenth century will help us understand where literature has been
and how it still has potential to operate in the world as we know it today. When we read,
we are trying to "sort through a file of connected signs so as to place the new text in its
proper relation to old ones" (Scholes 21 ); however, with the use of signifiers such as
"cavalier"-and even "metaphysical"- it does not allow us to try to relate to a text or
think critically about what the text is trying to say.
For example, as we saw in the previous chapter, if a reader is introduced to
Thomas Carew's "A Rapture" by way of an anthology that labels his and his poems as
"cavalier" -it is featured in Maclean's Ben Jonson and the Cavalier Poets, but not
Crofts' The Cavalier Poets: An Anthology- readers are only introduced to its "cavalier"
qualities like "carpe diem." In addition to his poems, readers then are introduced to
Carew as a "cavalier"- which, by some definitions, he was not. The reader is only
encouraged to look at Thomas Carew and his works a very limited way. In addition to
Carew, poems like Herrick's "Corinna's Going A Maying" that highlights themes such as
enjoying nature and your youth are still relevant outside of its restriction to "cavalier."
Even if a reader has read other poems that highlight these same themes, they still could
potentially not the two or think of poems that might be connected to it because of the
signifer that was assigned to it by the anthology or course that it is featured in. Reader's
read "cavalier" poetry and automatically assume that it is foreign to them or that they
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cannot make any connections because they learned that it is strictly "cavalier." But if
scholars, editors and professors open the conversation and begin to deconstruct the word
"cavalier," and exactly what it aims to signify in the context of their article, anthology or
class, readers then learn that there is no one "correct" definition. Readers then are able to
realize that they are only reading from one point of views and there may be other
conflicting point of views out there.
The signifier "cavalier" has roots in history that can never be erased or ignored
they should not ignore it, but they should not be used in a way that gives readers a
definitive answer to literature that needs room to be subjective. The history of the word
"cavalier" and what it meant to people of the seventeenth century, as introduced in
chapter two, will never go away; however, readers need to understand exactly what that
history is and why the signifier "cavalier" is used. More importantly, readers need to
learn how these scholars used the history of the word to come to their definitions today.
Most readers, like me, are introduced to seventeenth-century texts -whether they be
"cavalier" or not- when they take a period-focused English course and learn by way of
anthologies, textbooks and other supplemental reading that instructors use to help readers
better understand the texts and the poets. But even though these works of literature were
created in the seventeenth century, they can still speak to us in different ways today when
we read them with the knowledge that no one definition is concrete. Although ways of
teaching seventeenth-century literature differ from course to course, professor to
professor and university to university- and many use different supplementary
materials- what most of them have in common is the use ofthe term "cavalier." Using
words like "cavalier" or "metaphysical" has the potential to be helpful in classes like
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period-focused courses in order to help a reader understand this foreign world; however,
stating that these labels are just labels and that they are only there to categorize will
encourage readers look beyond the signifier.
When readers understand the intention behind the use of signifiers like "cavalier"
or "metaphysical" they can then read a poem like "A Rapture" and not only point out that
Carew was challenging Puritan views or using complex language, but they can have the
conversation as to why it might be looked at as "cavalier," "metaphysical," or neither. In
addition to "A Rapture," poems like Herrick's "Corinna's Going A Maying" that
highlights themes such as enjoying nature and enjoying your youth are still relevant
outside of its restriction to "cavalier." Readers probably have read other poems that
highlight these same themes, but they do not connect the two or think of poems that
might be connected to them because ofthe signifier that was assigned to it by the
anthology or course that it is featured in. Reader's read "cavalier" poetry and
automatically assume that it is foreign to them or that they cannot make any connections
because they learned in class or from an anthology or text book that it is strictly
"cavalier."
Having conversations surrounding these signifiers allows for the reader to
critically think about the text that they are reading. Scholes mentions in Protocols of
Reading that as readers we:

Cannot ignore the intentions of writers without an act of textual violence that
threatens our own existence as textual beings. But neither can we ever close the
communicative gap completely-and in many cases we must acknowledge that
the gap is very wide indeed. (51)
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By making signifiers like "cavalier" seem concrete, we are closing the "communicative
gap" that we as readers need in order to process information. Not having a conversation
about why the signifiers are being used and how the anthology, course, scholar or
professor is using them and why, the unintentional practice of closing the gap is often
presented as ways to teach courses, then therefore, show up in course syllabi.
As mentioned through my thesis, "cavalier" and "metaphysical" poetry are often
presented as opposing schools. Many are introduced into the practice early, which is why
the two "schools" show up in many classrooms as such. In How to Teach British
Literature: A Practical Teaching Guide, Elizabeth Marlow presents seventeenth-century
poetry as "divided into two schools of poets-the Cavalier poetry of Ben Jonson and the
poets who emulated him and the Metaphysical poetry of John Donne and his disciples"
and highlights what teachers may cover in order to convey context and information. In
another teaching guide, The English Literature Companion, Julian Wolfreys displays
"Herrick, Waller, Cowley" as cavalier poets (92) and then "Crenshaw, Carew, and
Vaughan" (88) as metaphysical. Both "teaching guides" show that this is the most
practical way of teaching the seventeenth century, which is why this practice shows up in
course descriptions and syllabi as such.
When students are given a syllabus for their courses, they read what they are
going to learn. They see signifiers like "cavalier" before they are even introduced to their
poetry or what it means; however, they know that whatever is not listed as "cavalier" on
the syllabus must be something else, and vice versa. Once they learn what "cavalier" is,
who the "cavalier" poets are, through the definition that they were given, they then
further disassociate it with everything on the syllabus and are no longer invited to make
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connections. Students are also no longer allowed to think critically about the text because
they are only focused on what "cavalier" poetry is as told by the editor of an anthology, a
scholar within the field, and/or their professor. The syllabus alone begins to end the
conversation for the students and leaves no room for them to discover what these poets
have to offer other than "cavalier" attributes. To exemplify how these terms are presented
on course syllabi, I searched through university course syllabi that are accessible online.
In a course titled "English Literature 1600-1800," there is one week devoted to
"metaphysical" poets- George Herbert and Henry Vaughan- and the following week is
devoted to "cavalier" poets -Richard Lovelace, Thomas Carew and Robert Herrick.
Another syllabus for a course titled "English Literature Before 1800," Donne and Herbert
appear one week, without a descriptor like "metaphysical;" however, the following week,
the words "cavalier poetry" are placed before Jonson and Herrick, but isolated attention is
paid to Marvell's "To His Coy Mistress." When teaching these poems alongside other
poems, the reader is not given the room to compare or look at a poem in another category
and make a connection outside they were written in the seventeenth century. Also, within
most of these syllabi, professors chose which poets-whether it be metaphysical,
cavalier, or any other signifier- fits their goals for the course. Even with the inclusion of
other poets, the label still stops the conversation. In a course titled "Poetry and Poetics,"
there is a reserved unit for "cavalier poetry and songs," but within the unit, there poets
featured like Langston Hughes, Lewis Carol, and Sylvia Plath; however, "cavalier" still
limits students from explore the texts after they learn what "cavalier" means and what
their poetry and songs consist of. And if these students ever encounter these poems again,
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or have encountered these poems before, it can cause confusion and now they now only
know one way to approl;lch it.
After these classes, students are now aware what the word "cavalier" is and the
poems and poets that fall under this label, but that is where the conversation stops. They
only learned what these "cavalier" poets and their poetry are in the context of this class to
learn what they need in order to write a paper or pass a test; however, they are never
aware of how these problematic signifiers affected the way that they read and learned.
They learn a list of qualities that they are supposed to look for in assigned poems, and
they never explore outside of that list of qualities because it begins and ends with the
word "cavalier."
Critical thinking skills are the foundation of reading and courses that use these
labels as the definitive answer may discourage those skills because it does all the thinking
for readers. However, if the professor begins the course --or even devotes a section of
the syllabus- with stating not only their goal for the course, but how they interpret
"cavalier" and "metaphysical," and how that definition influenced them to pick the poets
and works they choose to teach, the conversation will be open. By stating that the way
they are using "cavalier" is their specific way of looking at the seventeenth century, when
a student later encounters another professor or explores beyond the texts assigned in the
course, they will already know that there is room for interpretation and varying
definitions. From there, the professor can then go on to explaining to the students why
they choose certain reading materials and what they expect students to learn from them.
Having conversations like these are critical to the way students learn to read these
difficult texts.
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Without the professor explaining their goals, what the signifier means to them,
and that this is their personal point of view, once readers learn the various characteristics
of"cavalier poetry," then given a poem that is said to have those characteristics, the work
stops there. There is no need to challenge the text or a need to learn more. Although it is
not realistic to think that we can read ---or even teach- such a large time period with
without anthologies or picking a choosing what poets and poems to highlight, the simple
explanation as to why the course is shaped like it is will help. The work will still have to
conform to the anthology or course that is being taught; however, students will have a
better understanding as to why.
When we deconstruct these signifiers, we do not lose anything, but we do gain the
ability to exercise critical thinking skills and let the text speak to us. As shown in chapter
two and three, "cavalier" is a word that has a lot of different definitions and making
students aware of that will help students understand a poem like "A Rapture" or "To His
Coy Mistress" and why they might be labeled as "cavalier." Reading can be about
discovering more than categorizing similarities and differences, which is what a signifier
does. Reading with the understanding that these terms are limited could help us find new
ways to look at historical and literary context in poems and prose that we are introduced
to. Additionally, reading with the understanding that signifiers are limiting can help us
situate the poets and their poems more in our time and make them less foreign to readers
today who automatically dismiss seventeenth-century (or any other century) works as
difficult. Once they realize that "cavalier" is just a label that is ending a conversation,
editors, scholars, and professors can begin to aid readers in deductively reading without
crutches that only hurt them in the end.
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In Roland Barthes' s 1967 essay, "Death ofthe Author," he talks how text can
become closed off when a reader sees a certain author's name; however, before we can
"kill" the author- such as Carew or Marvell- we must see how these texts operate
within signifiers like "cavalier." In his essay, Roland Barthes discusses the problem of
identities -identities of both the author and the works they produce-being erased when
a work is essentially revealed by a known author. As mentioned before, when saying
something is "cavalier" poetry, it implies that the author is a "cavalier" poet and not a
"metaphysical" poet. It can no longer simply operate as anything else. Barthes notes that:
Once the Author is removed, the claim to decipher a text becomes quite futile. To
give a text an Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with a final
signified, to close the writing. Such a conception suits criticism very well, the
latter then allotting itself the important task of discovering the Author (or its
hypostases; society, history, psyche, liberty) beneath the work: The author then
has been found, the text is 'explained'- victory to the critic. Hence there is no
surprise in the fact that, historically, the reign of the Author has also been that of
the Critic. (14 7)
Words like "cavalier" and "metaphysical" lend themselves to criticism, anthologies, and
courses because it is an easy way to signify a lot all at once; however, it does nothing for
the reader if they do not understand why the works are being condensed or assigned a
signifier. Deconstructing signifiers such as "cavalier" will allow students to see how
unstable these terms are, and they will be less influenced to see texts that they are
signaling as "furnished with a final signified."
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Deconstructing signifiers such as "cavalier" is only a start. There are signifiers all
over literary studies that limit authors and their works, and there are almost always
exceptions and disqualifications. Every descriptor comes with a connotation, as Derrida
and Barthes argue, and those connotations are connected to a loose idea that guide the
reader in different, but narrow directions. When we deconstruct these signifiers, we lose
nothing. The context, meaning and intention is still there, which is why the signifier exist.
We read to gain knowledge, to understand, and as readers, we should be able to have the
conversation of why these signifiers are problematic and hinder the way we read. Poets
like Thomas Carew, Andrew Marvell, and any other poet get reduced to "cavalier" when
they did not write with the goal ofbeing looked at as "cavalier poets." The people that
published their works -after their death in most cases-did not accumulate them with a
set of rules or goal in mind. In addition to original publication, the editors of anthologies,
the scholars that critique these texts and the professors designing the courses, read works
free of context and signals until they decided to give it one. So, we, as readers, should be
in on this conversation that surrounds assigning signifiers to texts to help us have a better
relationship with literature.
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